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THE EFFECTS OF COOPERATION AND COMPETITIO'i

UPON GROUP PROCESS

An abstract by Morton Deutschn

In order to study the effects of cooperation and com-

petition upon group process, ten experimental groups were es-

tablished. Each group was composed of five Introductory Psy-

chology students who were participating in the experiment as

a substitute for their regular class sections. All Nroups met

for one period of 3 hours, at different times of the week, for

six consecutive weeks. During the first week the 10 groups

were observed and rated as they discussed a human relations pro-

blem, the ratings of the discussion productivity were used to

pair-off equated groups. Five pairs were thus formed. One

group of each pair was then assigned by flipping a coin to the

cooperative treatment, the other to the competitive treatment.

The cooperative situation was produced by a set of in-

structions which stated essentially that the group, as a whole,

would be rated in comparison with the efforts of four other

similarly constituted groups; the rade or reward that each mem-

ber received would be the same and would be determined by the

relative position of this group in contrast with the other four

similar groups. The competitive situation was produced by an-

other set of instructions which stated essentially that each

member would be rated in comparison with the efforts of the

other four members composing his group, the grade or reward

that each would receive would be different and would be deter-

mined by the relative contributions of each to the solution of

the problem with which they were confronted.
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Apart from the differences in nstructions, all groups

were exposed to similar routines during their 3 hour meetings.

The first part of the meeting was spent solving a Sunday sup-

plement type puzzle, the second part of the meeting was spent

discussing and writing some recommendations for a problem of

human relations, in the third part of the meeting the instruc-

tor-experimenter informally lectured on psychology.

The results indicated that the cooperative groups show-

ed more of the following characteristics than did the competi-

tive groups: (a) Coordination of Efforts; (b) Diversity in

amount of contributions per member; (c) Subdivision of activi-

ty; (d) Pressure toward achievement with respect to the tasks;

(e) Attentiveness to fellow members; (f) Mutual comprehension

of communication; (g) Agreements with each other; (h) Orienta-

tion and orderliness; (i) Productivity per unit time; (J) Quali-

ty of product and of discussions; (k) Friendliness during dis-

cussions; (1) Favorable evaluation of the group and its products;

(m) Group functions such as encouraging and rewarding; (n) Per-

ception of favorable effects upon fellow members.

The competitive groups showed more of the following:

(a) Production of signs in the human relations problem; (b)

Individual functions such as blocking, a gressing, and self-

defending.

No significant differences were found in the following:

(a) Amount of interest or involvement in the situation; (b) Am-

ount of specialization with respect to function; (c) Amount of

learning (though the trend is in favor of the cooperative mem-

Sers. Nor were there any striking developmental differences

with time.



The above results give support to the theory of' co-

operation and competition developed in the present tudy. At

the core of the theory is a conceptualization of the cooperative

situation as a situation in which the oals of the individuals

composing it are promotively"' (positively) interdependent and

of' the competitive situation as a situation in which the goals

of the individuals composing it are "contriently" (negatively)

interdependent. From these conceptualizations it was ierived

that the cooperative and competitive groups would differ with

respect to perceived interdependence, substitutability of one

member's actions for another's, inducibility, cathexis or val-

ence, and helpfulness versus ostructiveness. From these psy-

cholo-ical implications of the coope'ative and competitive situ-

ations, it was possible to make further derivations (which have

been supported by te results previously citecd about how the

cooperative and competitive roups would differ with respect to

various aspects of group functioning.

The data also reveal that the puzzles and the human

-slations proOlems differ in the following respects: (a) The

solutions of the puzzles are more objectively demonstrable and,

as a consequence, it is possible for the ndividual to work

more independently of his fellow members; (b) The puzzle

problems offer more obstacles to communication than do the hu-

man relations problems; (c) The content of the human relations

problem is more "value-laden" than is the content of the puzzle.

These differences in task structure esult in: more individu-

alized effort, (less coordination of efforts, fewer attempts

at communication) in puzzle solution; more conflict (blocking,

seif-defending, and aression) in the human relations problems;
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and more communication difficulties in the puzzles. The re-

sults, however, clearly indicate an interacting effect etween

nature of task and nature of the group. The structure of the

puzzles is such as to minimize the differences between cooper-

ative and competitive groups in some respects, while the struc-

ture of the human relations problems, on the other hand, tends

to rin: out the differences between the two types of groups.

Group process and group productivity is, thus, a fun-

ction of the properties of the group and the properties of its

medium or environment. One cannot predict precisely from the

ImIowledge of the properties of either the roup or its environ-

ment. alone.
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'TM MRCBEL M AND tS RATIONALE

2o agree that the understanding of the nature of cooperation is of

vital importance to human welfare one does not have to accept fully

Elton layo's statement (23), 'tIt is not the atomic bomb that will destroy

civilization. But civilized society can destroy itself -- finallvy, no

doubt, with bombs -- if it fails to understand intelligently and to control

the aids and deterrents to cooperation." The concept of"cooperation"t and

the interrelated concept of "competition' are rarely missing in discussions

of inter-personal or inter-group relations; together they play a key role

in the systems of many social theorists. Yet despite the obvious significance

of these concepts for the understanding and control of social process,

virtually no experimental work has been done with respect to the effects

of cooperation and competition upon social process. The experimentation

that has been done has largely been concerned with the effects of cooperation

and competition upon the individual's strength of motivation to achieve

under the two different conditions. one of these studies have investigated

the interactions between individuals, the group process that emerges as

a consequence of a cooperative or competitive social situation.

It probably is not without accident that no such studies have taken

place. Greenwood (8) has pointed out the commonness of belief among

sociologists that "only a minute portion of sociology is experimental,

because the sociologist has not as yet been successful in producing at

will the exact group behavior which he desires to study, but must begin

with groups already in existence." Clearly, such a belief current among

many sociologists, would be a deterrent to experimental research on the

- -



effects of cooperation and competition upon group process. Fortunately,

such beliefs, widely held among both sociologists and psychologists, are

beginning to disappear as a consequence of the successful pioneering

studies (18,6,5) conducted by members of the staff of the Research Center

for Group Dynamics.

A not insignificant purpose of the present study is to again demmnstrate

that it is possible to do experimental research that is8 eaningfu and

rerding on group problems that have theoretical as well as practical

iportuace. The mJor purpose of this study, however, is to contribute to

the understanding of the nature of cooperation-cptition and, through it,

to the understanding of group process. It is believed that the concepts

"cooperation= and group" are very closely interrelated and that intlmate

study of cooperation and group process Jointly will be particularly fruitful.

We propose to start out boldly in the next chapter by sketching out a

theory of cooperation and competition and by applying the hypothsis developed

to different aspects of group functioning. There are ambiguities, inadequacies,

and gaps in the theory to be presented, yet even so it is hoped that the

theory will Justify itself in terms of its present usefulness. The third

chapter will examine the concept "group? and show its intimate relationship

to the concept of the "cooperative situation". The two chapters following

will reveal the nature of the present experrment and the measures that will

be used as a basis for testing the hpothesis developed in Chapter II.

Chapter VI will present the evidence for and against the various hypotheses.

The final chapter will summarize the results and point to the conclusions

to be dran from thema

-2-



CIAME II

A Tf3EY C COOPEMATION AND C3PETICN

The purpose of this chapter is to develop a theory of the effect of

cooperation and competition upon small (face-to-face) group functioning,

Before attempting this development, it may be well to see how other writers

have formulated cooperation u and ucompetitioan.

A. Some kxistin Formulations -- A Glance at the Literature

No attempt will be made to summarize the extensive writings on

cooperation and competition. May and Doob (22) have done this for the

literature up until 1937. Very few studies of significance have been reported

since then. In addition to indicating the prominence of the concepts of

competition and cooperation in social and economic theory, they have developed

an elaborate theory. They distinguish between cooperation and competition

in the following manner:

Competition or cooperation is directed toward the sare social end by
at least two individuals. In competition, mnrover, the end sought can be
achieved in equal amounts by same and not by all of the individuals thus
behaving; whereas in cooperation it can be achieved by all or almost all
of the individuals concerned.

Their theory primrily has to do with the conditions for, and the forms

of, cooperation and competition. Their basic postulates with respect to

cooperation and competition are as follows:.

? Postulate 5. On a social level individuals compete with one another
when: (1) they are striving to achieve the same goal which is scarce; (2)
they are prevented by the rules of the situation from achieving this goal
in equal amounts; (3) they perform better when the goal can be achieved in



unequal amounts; and (4) they have relatively few psychologically affiliative
contacts with one another.

Postulate 6. On a social level individuals cooperate with one another
when: (1) they are striving to achieve the same or cmplimentary goals that
can be shared; (2) they are required by the rule of the situation to achieve
thisgoal in nearly equal amounts; (3) they perform better when the goal can
be achieved in equal amounts; and (4) they have relatively many psychological
affiliative contacts with one another.

Mead's survey of cooperation and competition among primitive peoples (25)

accepted the following definitions:

Competition: the act of seeking or endeavoring to gain what another is
endeavoring to gain at the same time.

Cooperation: the act of working together to one end.

She asserts that a distinction mst be made between "competition" and

"rivalry" . A similar distinction is made between "cooperation" and "helpful-

ness t

Competition is behavior oriented toward a goal in which the other com-
petitors for the goal are secondary; rivalry is behavior oriented toward
another human being, whose worsting was the primary goal.

In cooperation, the goal is shared and it is the relationship to the
goal which hold the cooperating individuals together; in helpfulness, the
goal is shared only through the relationship of the helpers to the ndividuals
whose goal it actually is.

MaHler in his classic study of cooperation and competition among school

children (21) defines a cooperative situation as one which stimulates an

individual to strive with the other members of his group for a goal object

which is to be hared equally among all of them. n the other hand, a

competitive situation is one which stimulates the individual to strive against

other individuals in his group for a goal object of which he hopes to be the

sole or principal possessor.

Barnard (1) has done extensive theorizing on the nature of cooperative

systems. His work is so extremely fruittl that an attempt to uarize it

in limited space would be foolhardy. e discusses the origin of cooperative

action: -4 -



Among the most important limiting factors in the situation of each
individual are his own biological limitations. The most effective method
of overcoming these limitations has been that of cooperation. This requires
the adoption of roup, or non-personal purpose.

He also discusses factors that emerge from cooperation.

Cooperation is a social aspect of the total situation and social factors
arise from it. These factors may be in turn the limiting factors of any
situation. This arises from two considerations: (a) the processes of
interaction must be discovered or invented; (b) the interaction changes the
motives and interest of those participating in the cooperation.

Also considered are the persistence and urvival of cooperation:

The persistence of cooperation depends upon two conditions: (a) its
effectiveness; and (b) its efficiency. Efectiveness relates to the accomp-
lishments of the social purpose. 3fficiency relates to the satisfaction of,
individual motives. The test of effectiveness is the accomplishment of a
common purpose. The test of efficiency is the eliciting of sufficient
individual wills to cooperate.

The survival of cooperation, therefore, depends upon two interrelated
and interdependent classes of processes: (a) those which relate to the
system of cboperation as a whole in relation to the environment; and (b)
those which relate to the creation or distribution of satisfactions among
individuals.

Helen block Lewis in two recent articles (16,17) has presented a very

stimulating viewpoint. She writes:

A minimum requirement for cooperative behavior is not pbysical together-
ness nor joint action, nor even synchronous, complimentary behavior, but a
diminution of ego-demands so that the requirements of the objective situation
and of the other person may function freely. In truly cooperative work,
personal needs can function only if they are relevant to the objective
situation; the common objective, in other words, is more important than any
personal objective....Since the self is not focal, another person's
activities - the cooperating personh -- may be as satisfactory as your own.

Competing for individual rewards, i.e., individualistic competition, on
the other hand, involves a heightening of ego-demands, so that the ego-
objective is more important than any common objective; i.e., the person is
at the focus of consciousness, selfconsciousness is at a maximum -- the
individual is "on the spot" -- so that similar behavior may be expected from
the member of the competing group and the person driven by inordinate
(neurotic) ambition. Competing behavior involves seeing the objective
situation as relevant to the personal need to win, or for prestige. Only
personal activities, therefore, can be satisfactory.

This rather brief survey and a cursory glance through the works of

various sociologists (10,19,20,30,35) has indicated a core of common con-

ceptualizations running through the treatment of the cooperative and

-5-



competitive social situation Inherent in most of these conceptualizations

has been the notion that the crux of the difference between cooperation and

competition lies in the difference in the nature of the goal-regions in the

two social situations. The conceptualization to be offered below also follows

this distinction.

3. A Conceptualization of the Cooperative and Competitive Situations

I. In a cooperative social situation the goals for the individuals

or sub-units in the situation under consideration have the following charac-

teristic: the goal regions for each of the individuals or sub-units in the

situation are defined so that a goal-region can be entered (to some degree)

by any given individual only if all the Individuals or sub-units under

consideration can also enter their respective goal-regions (to some degree).

For convenience sake, the phrase tpromotively interdependent goals: will be

used to identify any situation in which the individuals or sub-units composing

it have their goals interrelated by the characteristic defined above.

2. In a competitive social situation the goals for the individuals

or sub-units in the situation under consideration have the following charac-

teristic: the goal-regions for each of the individuals or sub-units in the

situation are defined so that if a goal-region is entered by any individual,

or sub-unit, (or by any given portion of the individuals or sub-units under

consideration) the other individuals or sub-units will, to some degree, be

unable to reach their respective goals in the social situation under con-

sideration. For convenience sake, the phrase"contriently interdependent

goals" will be used to identify any situation in which the individuals or

sub-units composing it have their goals interrelated by the characteristic

defined imediately above.

Ji ~~~~~-6-L 



The foregoing conceptualizations of cooperation and competition, if

they are adequate, combined with the definition of the group concept,

"membership motive" (see the next chapter) provides an opportunity for

the derivation and empirical testing of hypotheses about the effect of

variations in strength of membership motive on various aspects of group

functioning. This possibility is created primarily by the linkage of

"cooperation" and "membership motive" through the concept promotively

interdependent goals". The empirical linkage is provided by the operational

definitions of cooperation and competition that compose the experimental

manipulation (see Chapter IV).

Specifically, the hypotheses relevant to group functioning must be

derived from the consequences inherent in the concepts "promotively inter-

dependent goals" and "contriently interdependent goals". In some respects

the word "derivation" is being used rather loosely in this study. The

"derivations" insofar as they result in bypotheses that can be empirically

tested require additional psychological assumptions. These assumptions will

be stated when recognized and when feasible.

As a first step in the attempt to derive hypotheses, an attempt will

be made to state the implications logically inherent in the aforementioned

concepts. The second step will be to attempt to deduce psychological

implications, making various psychological assumptions, from the logical

implications of the concepts. The third step will be to attempt to apply

these psychological implications to problems of group functioning.

'7-



Step I The Logical Implications of the Conceptualization of the

Cooperative and Competitive Social Situations:

Promoivey Interdependent Goals Contrientl Interdependent Goals

If A,B,C,etc. does not obtain his If A, B, or C, obtains his goal,
goal (enter his goal region) does Y does not obtain his goal.
not obtain his goal.

X obtains his goal only if A,B,C, Y obtains his goal only if A,B,C,
etc., obtain theirs. etc. do not obtain theirs.

A,B,C,etc., obtain their goals A,B,C, etc., do not obtain their
only if X obtains his. goals if Y obtains his.

From the definitions of promotively and contriently interdependent

goals, it appears to follow that: 1. Any person X who has promotively

interdependent goals with persons A,B,C,etc., will come to have promotively

interdependent locomotions in the direction of his goal* with persons A,B,C,etc.

la. Any person T who has contriently interdependent goals with persons A,B,C,

etc. will come to have contriently interdependent locomotions in the direction

of his goal*, with persons A,B,C,etc.

The above statements are based on the following considerations:

Locomotion in the direction of the goal, from any point not in the goal

region, may be thought of as a condition for entry into the goal region. Entry

into the goal region may be thought of as a part of locomotion in the directian

of the goal; entry being the final step in locomotion. It follows that a

locomotion by X or Y in the direction of goal* can be considered to be

*It should be emphasized that, a this point in the development, "locomotion
in the direction of the goal" refers to locomotion in an objective social space,
not to locomotion in the individual's life space. That is, as yet, no inferece
should be drawn as to whether the individual is aware of, or even affected by, i
his locomotion in objective social space. An example, in another context, of
locomotion in objective social space without immediate corresponding locomotiaa
in the individual's life space, is the following: A student takes an exam,
thinks he fails, and is afraid he will not graduate. The instructor corrects
the exam, passes the student, the student is approved for graduation, etc. withini
a day after the student takes the exam. The student worries, and is only
notified two weeks after the exam that he has passed.

- -
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promotively or contriently interdependent with the locomotions of A,B,C,

etc., in the direction of their goals; the nature of the interdependence

with respect to locomotions depending upon the nature of the interdependence

with respect to goal regions..

Promotively Interdependent Locomotions
in the Direction of the Goal

If A, B, or C, etc., does not locomote
in the direction of his goal, X does
not locomote in the direction of his

goal.

If X locomotes in the direction of
his goal, A, B, C, etc., will
locomote in the direction of their
goals.

If A, B, or C, etc., locomotes in
the direction of his goal, X will
locmote in the direction of his
goal.

Contriently Interdependent
Locomotions in the Direction of
the Goal

If A, B, or C, etc., locmotes in
the direction of his goal when Y
is not loccmoting in the direction
of his goal or locomotes at a more
rapid rate than Y locomotes towards
his goal), the rivalry ratio

Locomoting Person's Distance to
his Goal

Person Y's Distance to his Goal
will decrease.

If Y locomotes in the direction of
his goal, when A,B, or C,etc., is
not locamoting in the direction of
his goal, (or locomotes at a more
rapid rate than A,B or C, etc., is
locomoting toward his goal) the
rivalry ratio described above will
increase.

If A,B, or C, etc., does not locomote
in the drection of his goal and Y
does not locomote, the rivalry ratio
will either remain constant or
increase.

In addition to the above implications of statements 1. and la., it seems

to be possible to draw implications concerning locomotion which is in a

direction opposite* to that of locomotion in the direction of the goal.

*For the definition or oppositeness of direction see Lewin's monograph (14)

'"he Conceptual Representation aad Measurement of Psychological Forces".

g9-



Promotively Interdependent
Locomotions in a Direction
Opposite to the Direction of
the Goal

If A, B, or C, etc., does not
locomote in a direction opposite
to that of his goal, X does not
loomote in a direction opposite
to his goal.

If X locomotes in a direction
opposite to that of his goal,
A,B,C,etc., will locomote in a
direction opposite to their
goals.

If A, B, or C, etc., locomotes
in a direction opposite to the
direction of his goal, X will
locomote in a direction opposite
to his goal.

ContrientlS Interdependent
Locomotions in a Direction

pposite to the Direction of
the Goal

If A,B, or C, etc., locomotes in
a direction opposite to his goal
when Y is not locomoting in a
direction opposite to his goal
(or locomotes at a more rapid rate
than Y does in such a direction),
the rivalry ratio.
Locomoting Person's Distance to

Eis Goal
Person Y's distance to His Goal

will increase.

If Y locomotes in a direction
opposite to his goal, when A,B,
C, etc., is not locomoting in a
direction opposite to his goal
(or locomotes at a more rapid rate
than A,B, or C, etc., in such a
direction), the rivalry ratio will
decrease.

If A,B, or C, etc., does not locomote
in a direction opposite to his goal
and Y does not locomote, the rivalry
ratio will either remain constant or
decrease.

From the statements about promotively and contriently interdependent

locomotions it seems to be possible to draw further implications, if we

accept the following additional statements:

1. Facilitating locomotion (i.e.--decreasing resistances to locomotion)

in the direction of the goal makes it more likely that the goal will

be obtained.

2. Hindering locomotion (i.e.--increasing resistances to locomotion)

in the direction of the goal makes it less likely that the goal

will be obtained.

- 10 -



Promotivel¥ Interdependent Contrientl Interdependent

If X acilitates the ocomotion If Y facilitates the locomotion of
of A,B, or C, etc., in the A, B, or C, etc., in the direction
direction of their goals, he of their goals, the rivalry ratio
facilitates his own locomotion is likely to decrease.
in the direction of his goal.

If A,B, or C, etc., facilitate If A,fB, or C, etc., facilitates the
the locomotion of toward his locomotion of Y towards his goal,
goal, their locomotion will be Y's rivalry ratio is likely to
facilitated. increase.

If X hinders the locomotion of if Y hinders the locomotion of A,B,
A,B, or C, etc., toward their or C, etc., toward their goals, he
goals, he will hinder his own will be likely to increase his own
locomotion. rivalry ratio.

If A,B, or C, etc., hinder the If A,B, or C, etc., hinder the

locomotion of X, the locomotion locomotion of Y towards his goal,

of A,B, or C, etc., will be 's rivalry ratio is likely to
hindered. decrease.

Several major differences reveal themselves as inherent in the dis-

tinctions between the cooperative and competitive social situations. The

analysis of the cooperative situation reveals that all the individuals in

such a setting occupy the same position with respect to their goals; if any

one individual locomotes the others must also locomote in the same direction.

In the competitive situation, the various individuals may occupy the same or

differing positions with respect to their goals; locomotion by any individual

has no necessary effect on the locomotions of others, though it may effect

the relative positions of the various individuals.

Step II The Deduction of Psychological Implications from the

Concetualizations of the Cooperative and Competitive Situations

Up to this point we have been stating some of the consequences logically

inherent in the conceptualizations of simple*cooperative and competitive

*There are undoubtedly many different species of cooperative and competitive
situations. The present conceptualization is aimed at simple, and it is hoped
'basic", cooperative and competitive situations. They are, namely, situations
in which each individual concerned stands in a cooperative or competitive
relation, equally, with every other individual in the situation.
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social situations. No statements have been made which have a direct

psychological reference (i.e.--a reference in terms of individual life

spaces). The statements have had reference only to an objectively defined

social space.

The next step called for appears to be an attempt to derive psychological

implications from these statements by introducing additional psychological

assumptions which will somehow relate these statements about events in

objective social space to events in individual life spaces. In the attempt

to take this next step, mamy of the theoretical issues that are involved in

the relationship of "objective facts" to "psychological facts" will be

ignored. It is felt that it would be overly ambitious to try to deal with

these issues in the scope of this thesis.

The problem to be solved in taking this next step is quite a difficult

one. Essentially the question is "What psychological assumptions are

necessary in order to derive psychological or perceived interdependence

from objective social interdependence?' Under what circumstances will the

conditions of objective interdependence lead to the social perception of

interrelationship? Another approach to the problem of the interrelationship

between objective social interdependence and perceived social interdependence

would be to postulate that psychological or perceived interdependence is a

necessary condition for objective social interdependence. It seems apparent

that such an approach would by-pass the problem and in by-passing the problem

would ignore facts that indicate that an individual can locomote through an

objective social space without, in any sense of the wor4, being immdiately

aware that locomotion is taking place. Further, such an approach, by

definition, would not be able to analyze Why under varying social conditions

there would be little or much psychological unity in groups that have the

same objective social interdependence.
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It is evident that the problem being raised here is in certain respects

similar to the question ioff1a raises of t Why Do Things Look As They Do?"

ICoffka clearly points out the inadequacies of any answers solely in terms

of the real properties of the objects or in terms of the proximal stimulus

properties of the object. Yet even so, for effective behavioral adjustment

to its enviromment, an organism's perceptions and expectancies must be

veridical to the entities and the relationships among those entities that

compose its functional environment. To explain the behavioral adequacy of

our perceptions, expectations, or cognitions one might say that the same

kinds of laws govern both the organization of real entities and field

organization initiated by the proximal stimuli affecting the sense organs.

Such an exglanation could perhaps be accepted for the simpler perceptions

and cognitions in which object-Ego relations do not influence the field

organization (though even in the simpler cases there appear to be many

exceptions to such an explanation). It seems apparent that perceptions

that are intimately connected to actions which are related to need reduction

or intensification will be influenced by object-Ego relations. It is likely

that most social perceptions and expectations involve Ego-forces in their

organization. Thus, the explanation of the behavioral adequacy or inadequacies

of our perceptions and expectations requires an insight into the nature of

object-Ego relationships and an understanding of how these relationships are

acquired.*

*The theoretical section of the paper presented by Deutsch and Pepitone at
the 19347 "Topological Meetings" was a preliminary attempt to formulate an
approach to-the understanding of the nature of these relationships.
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Without in any way attempting to detail an explanation of reasons

for the behavioral adequacy or inadequacy of our perceptions and expectations

it becomes apparent that learning principles, as well as principles of

perceptual and cognitive organization are basic to the explanation. Learning

principles are necessary to bridge the gap between objects and relations and

percepts and expectations. (They are necessary but not sufficient. It is

clear that principles of cognitive organization, such as revealed by the

work of Heider, as well as the more obvious factors of perceptual organizations

are involved.) "Objective social facts', as well as things' come to have

Upsychological" significance (i.e., significance in terms of the life space)

by becoming related to need reduction or intensification through learning.

By assuming that all action is a process which is directed toward reduction

or removal of need tension, and that some such principle as the 'Principle of

Least Action' (39) guides action and that object significance is established

in the course of action it is possible to derive that the perceptions and

expectations of an individual are likely to be veridical to his objective

environment in direct proportion to the individual's capacities, to his

amount of experience in the environment, and to the simplicity of the

environment being perceived.

The preceding several pages have been an excursus. It is hoped that it

has served two purposes. One purpose has been to demonstrate the very

complex and shaky assumptions that exist at the base of any predictions

about behavior in an objective social situation. The second purpose has

been to provide the rationale for such predictions by offering an empirical

coordination for hypotheses to be derived from the conceptualizations of the
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two objective social situations. In brief, the preceding sections were

meant to provide the rationale for the following kind of statement:

"If five reasonably well-adjusted college students, of fairly homogeneous

abilities, are placed in an objective social situation in which they have,

objectively, promotively interdependent goals (or contriently interdependent

goals) and the cl'ies to the situation are reasonably obvious, the five

students will perceive themselves as having promotively interdependent

goals (or contriently interdependent goals)". The rationale for the statement

being the previously stated assumption that the perceptions and expectations

of an individual are likely to be veridical to his environment if he has

had enough experience with the situation, if he has intelligence, and/or

if the situation is simple enough. The subjects in the present experiment

were all relatively intelligent. All of them had had experience with

cooperative and competitive social situations. The experimental manipulations

defining the two situations were simple and explicit.

The same psychologic can be applied to promotively (and contrIently)

interdependent locomotions and to promotively (and contriently) interdependent

facilitations and hinderings so as to derive psychological or "perceived"

interdependence from the objective social interdepedence. However, it

should be pointed out that in the experimental situation the tasks that the

individuals were exposed to were of such a nature that the clues provided

by objective locomotion were neither simple nor clear-cut. Thus, it can be

assumed that the correspondence between objective and psychological

locomotion was far from perfect, This lack of correspondence has, of course,

its empirical consequences which one should be able to predict from
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theoretical considerations.* Fortunately, for the present purposes,

the lack of perfect correspondence between objective" and perceived"

interdependence can be disregarded since the hypotheses to be offered in

the net pages are relative, rather than quantitatively refined.

Basic rpoes

AYpothesis 

A. Individuals who are exposed to the cooperative social

situation (Indiv coop) will perceive themselves to be more promotively

interdependent (in relation to the other individuals conmposing their

group)with respect to goal, locomotions, acilitation, etc., than will

individuals who are exposed to the competitive social situation (ndiv comp).

B. Indiv comp will perceive themselves to be more contriently

interdependent (in relation to the other individuals composing their group)

with respect to goal, locomotions, facilitations, etc., than will Indiv coop.

*In large measure, one should be able to explain the differences of
behavior (individual or group) that occur in objective social situations

as being due to lack of correspondence between the "perceived" and "objective"

situation. Moreover, knowledge of the explicitness of cues provided by a

given cooperative (or competitive) social situation should enable us'to

predict" differences in kind and amount of cooperative (or competitive)
behavior.

An individual is not cooperative"' even though objectively he stands

in a cooperative relation to others, when he does not perceive this relation-

ship. From this lack of correspondence, without too many additional
psychological assumptions, one should be able to predict the oL loing: ow
an individual will diverge from "cooperative" behavior, what happens when
the "divergent" individual bumps up against the objective situation, and
the effect of his divergence on others who are in a "cooperative" situation

with him. The kind of prediction that would be made is the same order of

prediction that one would make about a rat's behavior, mnowing how much the
rat's percept and expectations with respect to the maze he has to run diverge

from the objective structure of the maze.
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Using the same rationale that was involved in developing ypothesis I,

it is possible to establish that one can coordinate perceived interdependence

to the objective interdependence for each of the implications logically

inherent in the conceptualization of the cooperative and competitive

situation. Thus, for example, with reference to the cooperative situation,

the statement, "If A, B, or C, etc. locomotes in the direction of his goal,

X ~vii also locomote in the direction of his goal" can be read "X perceives

that if A B or C etc., locomotes in the direction o his goal, he will

also locomote in the direction of his goal".

For convenience saxe, let us direct our attention to the psyckologicaL

implications o locomotion in the cooperative or competitive situation.

Let us analyze the xoIL~Ong hypothetical instance with respect to locomotion

in the direction o the goal.: "A" locomotes in the direction of his goal and

the other individuals in the social situation perceive that "A" is locomoting:

Cl) In the cooperative situation "I" would (be likely to) perceive that

he has locomoted towards his goal as a consequence of "A's" actions. Several

implications seem to directly follow, if we accept certain additional

psychological assumptions:

(a) Substitutability - Since "n has locomoted towards his goal as

a consequence of "A's" actions, there is no longer any necessity for "X"

to perform any action which is similar (functionally identical) to "A's". *

We can derive that "A's" action will be substitutable for 'X's"t f we

assume any one of the following: a principle of "Least Action", a principle

of "Efficiency", or that the force in a direction of a region is zero when

the person is in that region.

(b) Positive Cathexis If we make an assumption, which is rather widely

accepted, that an entity will acquire positive cathexis (become attractive)

-17 -
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if that entity is seen to be promotively related to need satisfaction --

it is possible to derive that 'A's" action (which results in locomotion

in the direction of the goal7 will be positively cathected by "Xt'. It

is likely that the cathexis will generalize to "A't. That is, '" is likely

to accept, like, or reward "A's" action.

(c) Inducibility --The assumption here is a little more complex: Let us

assume that the relationship of inducibility derives ffom the fact that the

inducible person perceives the inducing entity to be such that it stands in a

causative relationship to the intensification, continued persistence, or

lowering of need tension within himself. Positive inducibility* occurs when

the inducing entity as seen as promotive rather than contrient with respect to

tension-reduction (or when the inducing entity is seen as more powerful -- i.e.,

capable of producing even more tension than the tension existing to be reduced.)

Making the above assumption one can derive that "f" will stand in the

relationship of positive inducibility to "A" insofar as "A's" action con-

tributes toward "X's" locomotion in in the direction of his goal.

(2) In the competitive situation "Y" would (be likely to) perceive that

his rivalry ratio wi£ll respect to "A" has decreased. The situation here is

somewhat more complex than in -oooperation. The amount of change in the rivalry

ratio would depend upon the distances of both "A" and "'I from their goals and

also upon the distance locomoted by "A". Nevertheless several implications seem

to directly follow, if we accept certain additional psychological assumptions

(though, it may be that if the rivalry ratio is greater than a certain maximum,

or lower than a certain minimum, a rivalry situation will no longer exist

psychologically.)

*Positive inducibility is meant to include two related phenomena: (a) The pro-
duction of additional "own" forces in the direction induced by the inducing
entity. (b) the channelizing existing "own" forces in the direction induced by

the inducing entity.
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(a) Substitutability - It is evident that there will be no substitutability.

() Negative Cathexis - The assumption here is parallel to that made in

deriving positive cathexis, an entity will acquire negative cathexis if that

entity is seen to be contriently related to need satisfaction (therefore, is

seen to decrease the probability of need satisfaction). The additional

assumption here is that decreasing the rivalry ratio will be seen as decreasing

the probability of success. (This additional assumption may only hold within

minimum and maximum limits.) From these assumptions it is possible to derive

that "A's" locomotions in the direction of his goal will be negatively cathected

by "Y". It is likely that the cathexis will generalize to A".

(c) Negative Inducibility - Assuming that negative inducibility occurs

when the inducing entity is seen as contrient with respect to tension reduction,

one can derive that "Y" will stand in the relationship of negative inducibility

to "A" insofar as A's" actions lead to locomotions by A" which decrease "Y's"

probability of reaching his goal. However, another factor, cognitive in nature,

may come into play making T'8s" relation to B one of ambivalence or non-

inducibility. The cognition that "going in a direction opposite to "A's" would

be going in an opposite direction to his own goal.

We can, with the same kinds of assumption, analyze a hypothetical

instance in which "B" locomotes in a direction opposite to that of his goal.

Without detailing the analysis it is evident that in the cooperative situation,

substitutability\is not expected but one would expect negative cathexis and

negative inducibility. The competitive situation, again, is not so un-

equivocal as the cooperative situation. Here one would expect positive

cathexis and ambivalent or non-inducibility.

"Nacilitations" (of locomotions in the direction of the goal) in most

respects can be considered analogous to locomotions in a direction opposite

to the direction of the goal. One can make the same derivations that were

*Negative inducibility is meant to include two related phenomena: (a) the pro-
duction of additional "own" forces;(b) channelizing of existing"own" forces...
in the direction opposite to that desired by the inducer.
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made with respect to substitutability, cathexis, and inducibility for

facilitations and hinderings, respectively, as those that were made for

locomotions in the direction towards or opposite to that of the goal.

In addition, it is possible to make statements about '"helpfulness" and

"obstructivness" -- defining helpfulness" as the act of facilitating

locomotion and defining "obstructiveness" as the act of hindering locomotion.

In the cooperative situation, if " facilitates the locomotion of

"A" in the direction of his goal, he also facilitates his own locomotion

in the direction of this goal. Assuming that facilitation of locomotion

makes locomotion more probable it is evident that "X's" facilitations of

others are likely to result in his own locomotion, and therefore, is also

likly to result in tension-reduction with respect to that locomotion.

His own actions of facilitations (helpulness) will become positively

cathected and will be likely to be manifested in appropriate situations

(according to learning theory previously assumed). Using the same kind of

analysis one can demonstrate that acts Ainderng locomotion in the direction

of the goal (obstructiveness) will be negatively cathected and will be avoided.

For "facilitations" and hinderings" in a direction opposite to the goal, of

course, the converse of the above statements would be true.

In the competitive situation, with respect to locomotions of others in

the direction of the goal, "helpfulness" would become negatively eathected,

'tobstructiveness" positively cathected. The converse would be true for

locomotion in a direction opposite to that of the goal.

Up to this point, we have made some statements about substitutability,

cathexis, inducibility, and helpfulness in each of the two social situations,

cooperation and competition, under each of two different circumstances --

locomotions, etc., in the direction of the goal and in the direction opposite
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to the goal. Ih each of the situations, under different conditions, there

is positive and negative cathexis, helpfulness and obstructiveness. To test

the theory it is necessary to know which of the conditions are operating.

The assumption will be made that under the experimental conditions there

will be more locomotions in the direction of the goal than in a direction

opposite to that of the goal in both instances. From this assumption and

the foregoing analysis it is possible to assert the following hypotheses:

Eypothesis 2: There will be greater substitutability for similarly

intended actions among Indiv coop as contrasted wnl InaDiv comp.

Eypothesis 3: There will be a larger percentage of actions by eAlow

members positively caThected by Iv coop rman by Inciv comp.

ypothaeses 3A: tere WiL be a larger percentage of actions by fellow

members negatively cathected by Indiv comp than by ntiv coop.

fypothesis 4: There will be greater positive inducibility with respect

to fellow members among mldiv coop than among Indiv comp.

pothesis 4A: There will be greater internal (self) conflict among

Indiv comp thn among Indiv-coop.

Eypothesis 5: There will be more helpfulness towards each other among

indiv coop than among Indiv comp.

2pothsis 5A: There wll be more obstructiveness towards each other

among Indiv camp than among Indiv coop.

Step III The Applications of the Psychological Implications of

Cooperative and Campetitive Situations to (SmallU, Face-to-Face Group FunctionIng)

In this stop an attempt will be made to apply some of the psychological

implications of the hypotheses derived in the preceding section to the
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functioning of all face-to-face roups. To Lraw out these .mpll c-ttons

for group functioning, additional assumptions will be necessary; these

assumptions will be stated 'hen recognized and d when easible. 3he aspects

of group utctioning to be considered will or convenience sake be arbitrarily

grouped under the following headings: (a) Organiziation, (b) Motivation,

(c) Communication, d) Orientation, (e) rioductivity, f) Interpersonal

Relations, g) dividual Behbavior. o attempt will be de to exhaust the

implications to be drawn twi+h respect to these aspects of zoup functioning;

it should also be understood that an empirical test of all of these impli-

cations will not be possible in this tudy.

(a) (rganization

Several different aspects of "organization7 appear to be relevant

to the differences between cooperation and competition: e1) Interdependence

(2N) omogeneity of Suib-anits (3) Specialization o Function (4) Stability of

Organization (5) Situational Flexibility o Organization.

(I) nterdepndence -- rom HJpothesis 4 re positive inducibility),

tt seems evident that one would epect greater coordination of effort, as

well as more frequent interrelationship of activity.

Epothesis 6: At a given time there will be more coordination of

efforts (working together, interrelation of activities) among Indiv coop

than mong Indiv comp.

Eyothesis &: Over a period of time, there will be more frequent

coordination of eforts among Indiv coop tan among Inaiv comp.

(2) omogeneity: If we assume that the individuals composing the

various grouxps, in both the cooperative and competitive situation, differ

from one another with respect to ability or personal inclinations to



contribute, etc., it is possible from the substitutability hypothesis

(yp. 2) to derive

hypothesis 7: There will be more homogeneity with respect to aount

of contributions or participations among ndiv comp than among aiv coop.

The above hypothesis follows from the consideration that the contribution

of an niv coop can be a substitute for another nldiv coop; this does not

hola or Indiv comp. In the cooperative situation if any naividual has

ability and contributes, there is less of a need for another individual to

contribute -- this factor produces heterogeneity in amount of contributions.

(j) peialization of unction: vsiang the same inds o assumptions

as above plus the additional ones that the individuals compromising the

various groups differ in respect to ability and/or interest in performing

the various functions (e.g.--"orienting"t, "elaborating"t , coordinating", etc.)

necessary for successful task completion, and are aware of these differences

in aptitude or interest, it is possible to derive, from the substitutability

hypothesis, the following:

pothesis 8: There will be greater specialization of function

(i.e.--different individuals fulfilling different functions) among Indiv

coop than among Indiv comp.

If we assume some time or achievement pressure, from the substitutability

hypothesis, it is also possible to derive

Hypothesis 2: There will be greater specialization with respect to

content or activity fi.e.--different individuals taking different aspects of

the task and working on them simultaneously) among div coop. than among

Indiv comp.

The structure of certain kinds of tasks make it extremely difficult for

this type of specialization to take place. So that one would expect fewer
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differences between Iundl coop and Tndiv cp on some tasks and more on others.

(4) and (5) Stability and Situational Flexibility of rganization:

No attempt will be made to test the following hypotheses on this study, but

it seems interesting to point them out. If specialization of function occurs

and we assume that expectations are established as a result of this speciali-

zation and that these expectations act as a force on behavior we would expect:

Rpothesis 10: 'There would be greater structural stability (from like

situation to like situation) with respect to functions assumed among iv

coop than amog Indiv cOap. This difference should increase with time.

From the lack of substitutability among Indiv COmp one can derive a

rigidity, each individual always trying to fulfill all the functions.

Stability of structure among Ihdiv coop may result in some perseverance but

there does not seem to be any reason to equate rigidity and stability.

Eypothesis 11: In the face of changing circumstance, more organizational

flexibility (change of roles to adapt to circumstance) will be menifested

among ndiv coop than among ndiv comp.

(b) Motivation

There are three things to consider when making a force analysis:

(1) direction of the force, (2) strength of the force, and 3) point of

application of the force.

(1) Direction of the Force -- rom the bypothesis about positive

inducibility it can be expected that

Ypothesis 12: The direction of the forces operating on Indiv coop -

would be more similar than the direction of the forces operating on ]Mdiv

This being the case, other things being equal, one would expect more
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rapid locomotions -- i.e., more rapid decisions and reaching of agreements

by cooperative groups. Another point to be considered here is that of the

frame of reference with respect to locomotion in the cooperative and competitive

situations. In the competitive situation the individual is oriented to

locomotions relative to the locomotions of the other individuals with whom

he is competing (the rivalry ratio); in the cooperative situation meaningful

locomotion units is in relation to task completion. If this is the case it

can be expected that

4pothesis 13: The directions of the forces operating on ndiv coop

would be more toward task closure than would be the directions of the forces

operating on mdiv comp -- i.e., there is more achievement pressure on the

Imdiv coop.

(2) Point of Application of the Force -- From the ypothesis o positive

inducibility we can assert that a force on any Indiv coop is likely to induce

a force on other Indiv coop. Thus, any force operating on an Indiv coop in

the direction of the goal is also simultaneously operating on the Group in

the direction of the goal. We can define oup motivation as some complex

function of the strength of orces that operate simultaneously on all

individuals as a function of their interrelationship with respect to positive

inducibility.

Mypothesis 14: The group force in the direction of the goal in a

cooperative group will be stronger than such a group force in a competitive

group. This hypothesis has somewhat the same operational significance as

hypothesis 12 and 13.

(3) Strength of Force -- From positive inducibility we would expect

more additional own forces to be induced in the Indiv coop once he is exposed

to induction by other members; in the competitive situation due to combined-25 -



negative and positive induction one would also expect the production of

more own forces. If to the concept of strengthct force we coordinate

t'interest" or"involvement", there does not seem to be any clear-cut

rationale for predicting differences beteen the situations:

ypothesis _: There will not be a significant difference in the

strength of the forces (interest, involvement) operating on the indiv coop

and Indiv ccm in their respective situations* (making the assumptions that

situationally irrelevant ego-systems do not become involved).

(c) Communication

The term, "communication", in its widest sense, is used to cover

any instance of the establishment of a commonage, that is, the making

common of some roperty to a number of things. For the present purpose,

we will follow Morris 26) and limit the word "ccmmmiccation" to mean

"the arousing of common significata through the production of signs"; the

establishment of a commonage o ther that of signification, whether it be

by signs or other means, again following lorris' usage, will be called

"communization". From the commnicator's point of view, communication may

be considered a special case of exerted positive induction -- i.e., the use

of signs to induce in the cmmunicatee sign-behavior similar to that of the

communicator. Normally, for the communicator, the process of comnunication

stands in a means relationship to some such purpose as informing, persuading,

or being expressive of one's self.

*Tt may be argued that in our culture a competitive situation evokes more
basic motives and would thus result in more ego involvement. This may well
be true. However, in the present experimental situation, the cooperative
groups were in a position of inter-group competition, thus possibly eliminating
differential ego-involvement.
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There are three principal lements to the definition of comnuication:

(1) he production of signs2t , (2) "the arousing of", (3) "common significata".

Let us see what implications our basic hypothess have for these different

aspects of the comunication process.

(1) The Production of Signs -- If we assume that in certain kinds of

tasks (notably, tasks in which there are no clearly discernible objective"

criteria of locomotion -- i.e., tasks in which the group itself provides the

criteria for udging locomotion) the production of signs can be perceived as

a means of locomotion, it is possible to make certain derivations (with

additional assumptions) about the quantity of such production in the cooperative

and competitive situations. First, it should be made clear that the pro-

duction of signs by an individual within a group can be made with or without

the intent to communicate to the other individuals in the group. Thus, an

individual can produce signs under the assumption that "talking" is a means

of locomoting, or an individual may produce signs with the intent of com-

municating with some one outside the group (for example, a "Judge" or

"observer").

From the substitutability hypothesis and the additional assumptions

(1) That it is perceived that locomotion takes place either through the

utterance of many good ideas (i.e. the production of many signs that will

be evaluated highly) or through the frequent persuasion or informing of

others via communication; (2) that quantitative efforts do not seriously

interefere with qualitative efforts or that if they do quantity is seen

to be as or more important than quality; and (3) that the time space

available per unit of time allows for more production of signs than are

necessar= for optiml, solution of any problem -- it is possible to derive
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yqpothesis 16: When the task-structure is such that production in

quantity of observable signs is perceived to be a means for locomotion,

there will be a greater total of signs produced per unit of time by the

ndiv cop than by the Indiv coop.

Lrom the hypothesia about the coordination of effort H(gp, 6 and 6)

in tasks one would expect that

YPothesis 17: When the task structure is such that locomotion is

possible without the production of observable signs, there will be a greater

total production of such signs per unit time by the Indiv coop than by

the Indiv cmp.

(2) "The arousing of" -- If from the ccommnicator's point of view,

cmmanuication can be considered a locomotion or a means of locomotion, the

state of receptivity (i.e. the readiness to be aroused) in the communicatee

stands in a potential relation of facilitating or hindering the locomotions

of the cmmmicator, From the hypotheses re helpfulness and obstructiveness

(Iyp 5 and 5A), it can be derived that

Epothesis 18: There will be less attentiveness (readiness to be

aroused) to each other's production of signs among lndiv comp than among

ltdiv coop.

(3) tCommon Significata" If one assumes that attentiveness is a condition

for the arousing of common significata, it follows:

yothesis 19: The production of signs by Indiv comp will less

frequently result in common significata among other Indiv comp than will be

the case for the production of signs by div coop.

Even when attentiveness is present there seems to be reason to believe

that there is greater likelihood of distortion by cmnuIcatees in the co-
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petitive situation. This is a consequence of the fact that in the com-

petitive situation, locomotion is likely to be perceived in terms of its

effect on relative position (the rivalry ratio); in the cooperative situation

the locomotion of any individual is likely to be perceived as resulting in

the locomotion of the others. The consequence of this difference is that

the expressive characteristics of the production of signs are likely to be

more significant to div comp. A sign is expressive if the fact of its

production is itself a sign to its interpreter of something about the

producer of a sign. Tolman's concept of sign-magic (doing to the sign what

the organism is predisposed to do to the significata of that sign) combined

with his concept of sign-gestalt (37) helps to explain why it is likely that:

Eypothesis 20: here will be more lack of common signification, even

when attentiveness is optimal, among ndiv comp than among ndiv coop.

From the hypothesis with respect to positive inducibility it follows

directly that:

Bypothesis 21: There sill be more common appraisals (agreements,

acceptances by cmmunicatee) of commincations by cmmunicators and com-

zmmicates among ndiv coop than among Indiv camp.

(d) Orientation'

There are several aspects of orientation: (l) Orientation of

members to each other (2) Commonality of Perceptions of Goal, Position,

Direction to Goal, and Steps in the Path to the Goal.

(1) Orientation of Members to Each Other -- The question here is how

well do the members know each other's opinions, values, aptitudes, etc.

From the hypothesis with respect to cmmmication, one can assert (a quali-
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fication must be added with respect to the Tndiv coop who communicate

little, as per heterogeneity hypothesis) that:

pothesis 22: The Indiv coop will have more knowledge about its

active members than will the ndiv comp.

(2) Commonality of Perception -- We will define group orientation to

exist to the extent that there is commonality of perception among the members.

Group orientation can be assessed in relation to goals, position at a given

time, direction to goal, or steps in path to the goal. From the communi-

cation hypothesis and from the hypothesis of positive inducibility one can

derive that:

Hypothsis 2: There will be more group orientation among the Indiv

coop than among the Indiv comp.

(e) Group Productivity

There are various possibilities of defining "group productivity".

One could define it in terms of motivation reduction of the members, in

terms of the entity produced, in terms of a group's realization of its

potential, etc. For present purposes we shall consider group productivity

in terms of the entity produced by the group, and, in terms of the learning

of the individuals composing the groups. We shall examine productivity in

terms of quantity per unit time, time/quantity, and quality.

From the hypothesis with respect to strength of group motivation

(Irp L4), assuming that, other things being equal, locomotion will proceed

more rapidly the stronger the motivation, one can derive that:

Eypothesis 24: he ndiv coop will produce more per unit of time than

will the Indiv comp.
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y-pothesis 2 *:. It wiUll etae less time ror tne ndiv Coop o roduce

wat the Indiv comp proauces.

If e assume that any or al! of the following are negatively related

to roup productivity C(n respect to uality of product) lack of coordination,

communication difficulties, persisting internal conflict, lack of group

orientation, we can derive that:

Hypothesis 25: The productivity of the lndiv coop with respect to

quality rwill be higher than that of ndiv comp.

From the hypotheses about communication and the hypotheses with respect

to positive nducibility, with the additional assumption that the individuals

composing the various groups had information and a background of experience

that could benefit the other individuals, it is possible to derive that:

Hypothesis 26: The Mdiv coop would learn more from each other than

would the ndiv comp. (The more knowledgeable and experienced of the Indiv

coop would, of course, learn less than the not so well-informed indiv coop.)

(f) Interpersonal Relations

There are var.ous things to be considered here: (1) Valence of

the actions of fellow members, of the group, of the situation, and the

extent of the eneralization of this property. (2) he occurrence of group

or individual functions. (3) The perception of effect on others (4) The

incorporation of the attitude of the generalized other.

(1) 7alence or. Cathexis of the actions of fellow members, etc. From

the hypothesis with respect to catibexis (Ryp 3 and 3A) we expect the actions

of fellow members o be more more positively cathected among div coop than ,mong

:ndiv comp. We would also exect the perceived source of these actions to
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acquire, to some extent, a cathexis similar to that held with respect to

the actions.

Eypthesis 27: There will be more friendliness among Idiv coop

than among Indiv comp.

'Me extent of generalization of this cathexis of the person will be

a function of the centrality for the person of the oals he has involved

in the situation of cooperation or competition. Thus, if the situation

is important to the person, we would expect his perceptions of the person-

alities of other members to be effected by the cathexis,* we would also

expect the friendship or lack of it to generalize to other situations, etc.

Just as yp. 27 follows from the original cathexis hypothesis, it

seems likely that the cathexis will be generalized to the products of the

Joint actions of fellow members and oneself -- i.e., the group products.

jypothesis 28: The group products will be evaluated more highly by

Indiv coop than by Indiv comp.

(2) The Occurrence of Gr_ or Individual Functions -- If we define

as "group functions" any actions which are intended to increase the

solidarity of the group, or to maintain and regulate the group so that it

functions "smoothly" (these functions are analogous to the ego-syntonic

functions in the individual) and assert that "group functions" are seen to

be "helpful" i.e. -- facilitate locomotion) it can be demonstrated that:

Eypothesis 2: There will be a greater percentage of group functions

among Indiv coop than among tdiv cp.
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if we define "individual functions" to include any actions of the

individual which are not immediately directed toward task solution and

which are not "roup functions' i.e. actions which are obstructive,

blocking, aggressive, or self-defensive, etc., are "individual functions")

it can be demonstrated that:

IMpothesis 30: There will be a greater percentage of individual functions

among Indiv ccmp than among ndiv coop.

(3) The Perception of ffect on Others - There seem to be two questions

here: (a) How realistic are the individual's perceptions of his impressions

on others? and (b) What kinds of impressions are the individuals likely to

have in the social situations?

From the communication hypotheses, it was developed (Eyp 22) that over

a period of time lndiv coop should kmow more about the attitudes of (active)

fellow members than is the case for Indiv Comp. Using the same reasoning,

and making the assumption that the communication difficulty with respect to

this content is also greater for Indiv comp, it follows that:

wpothesis 31: he perception of the attitudes of the others towards

aspects of one's own functionin in the group, etc., by Indiv coop should be

more realistic than such perceptions by Indiv comp.

From the inducibility hypothesis, it also follows that:

Mypothesis 32: The attitudes of any individual with respect to his own

functioning should be more similar to the attitudes of the others with respect

to his functioning among idiv coop than among Indiv comp.

From Ey. 31 and the cathexis thpothesis we can derive that Indiv coop

will tend to erceive they have a favorable effect on the others in the roup.

If we make the assumption of "autistic 1s-1.ot4.ty" (2) -- that is, that



hostile impulses =nuer conditi ons f' r^daced comunication tend o create

the expectation of counter-hostility, e can demonstrate that:

iEpyotshesis 3 : Ind.iv cooo 71 -erceive themselves as havin~ more

favorable effects on flle-mzner than wvI . ndiv comp.

(4) The incorporation of the ttitudc of the :G3eneralized ther"*

The term "attitude of the genera;Lized other" refers to some internalized

structure which is developed as a result of introjecting the mutually

interacting attitudes of those who are commonly engaged in a social process.

From our preceding development it is clear that the development of the

"attitude of the generalized other- requires communication and positive

inducibility. It follows then, that:

Eympothesis 3: Incorporation o the attitude of the generalized other

will occur to a greater eten't i noav coop a in inv comp.

VThe operational implications of the preceding hypothesis are similar

to those of the coordination and orientation hypotheses. It has further

implications in terms of roup development which will not be drawn here.

For present purposes, the T"feeling of responsibility" to other members will

be taken as an operational definition of the degree of internalized attitude

of the generalized other.

(g) Individual Behavior

No attempt will be made in this study to derive how individuals

with certain personality characteristics will behave nor what the reactions

of other individuals to such behavior will be in the two different types of

situation - cooperation and competition. Suffice it to say, that it is

*The concept of "generalized other" plays a crucial role in the social

psycholoy of G. H. iead (24).
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evident that one would expect more behavioral omogeneity in competitive

situations than cooperative situations* It is also apparent that the

reactions of others to a stupidd"' individual one who hinders locomotion or

locmotes in the wrong direction) or to a "bright"t individual will vary

significantly from one situation to another.

(h) he Course of Develo nt ith Time

Irom our theory one would predict quite different developments

in successful and unsuccessful cooperative groups. Similarly, important

developmental differences would occur in competitive situations in which

reward over a period of time was all accumulated by one individual or segment

as compared with competitive situations in which over a period of time

different individuals were rewarded. he derivation of these predictions

will not be attempted in this thesis.
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HAIATER in

TE CONCEPT ~CF "n TUP"

In the preceding chapter it 'as suggested that a linkage existed

between the conceptualization of the cooperative situation and the concept

of group and that this linkage provided the possibility for the derivation

and empirical testing of group hypotheses. The taik of this chapter will

be to clarify the nature of the linkage and to define some group concepts.

As a brief introduction, we would like to raise and answer the questions

(1) "n what sense, if any, do groups exist?" (2) "What are some of the

existing formulations with respect to groups?"

A. In What Sense, if Any, Do Groups Exist?

iurt Lewin (15) has emphasized the importance of the belief in "existence"

of something as a psychological prerequisite for the scientist's interest

in that something as an object for scientific investigation. He suggests

that "the taboo against believing in the existence of a social entity is

probably most effectively broken by handling this entity experimentally".

The pioneering works of Lippitt (18) and French (6) have done much to shatter

the scientific belief that groups do not exist - the belief, therefore, that

the concept of "group" has no empirical reference.

The resistance to the acceptance of the belief in the "reality" of

groups stems largely from What Whitehead (40) has called "The Fallacy of

Misplaced Concreteness". The very words used in phrasing the question

"In what Sense..." implies the acceptance of the fallacy that for anything

to be real it must have "simple location" in physical space-time. It is

clear that many groups do not have the property of simple location; that is,
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one cannot answer the question '"here?" in terms of physical space. This

lack of physical locus for a group has confused many people and has led

them to reject the concept of group as having no empirical coordinates.

Yet it should be clear that many of these same people have unwittingly

accepted concepts such as the person" which have no simple-location,

fallaciously concretizing something which is quite "abstract".

Another related source of resistance to the acceptance of the "reality"

of groups, has been the argument that we cannot scientifically speak of a

group as deciding and acting, since it is the individuals that compose

the group that decide and act. Child (2) has, in answer to such argument,

pointed out that the same kind of objection could be raised with respect

to considering the individual as a unit, it too is composed of sub-units,

which in turn are composed of sub-units, etc. It is clear that this argument

has to do with the size of unit that is most fruitful in the investigation

of any scientific problem. This is a problem in the pragmatics of science.

It is believed that the concept of "group" will have the same value for the

study of social phenomena that the concept of the "individual" has had for

the study of psychological phenomena. It is further believed that the

concepts "individual" and "group" have two crucial similar attributes - the

idea of organization or patterning of its sub-parts and the idea of

motivation; organization being established in the course of purposeful

striving in relation to the environment (31).

To sum up, the answer to the question "In what sense, if any, do groups

exist?" is simply that groups exist as concepts that have empirical references.

Their usefulness as concepts depend in part on the nature of the relationship

of the concept "group" to other concepts and in part on the nature of the

empirical coordinations.
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B. 'hat Are Some of the Existing iormulations with Respect to Groups?

No attempt will be made here to make a thorough census of formulations

with respect to groups. Wilson (41) has recently attempted such a sumary

of sociological formulations. rom his summary it is apparent that the

group concept is pivotal in the thinking of many sociologists. The works

of such sociologists as Durkhitm("he Division of Labor"), Sirel (the effect

of size upon group organization, interaction processes, etc.), Von Wiese

(a classificatory approach to groups), Cooley ("Social Process" and

"Social Organization'), Brown ("Social Groups "), and Coyle ("Social Process

in Organized Groups") have much to offer in the way of fruitful hypotheses

for experimental research. Wilson summarizes his survey by asserting that

there exists "a prevailing ambiguity of conceptualization and classification

with reference to the group in the whole field of sociology".

Yet, if we look carefully at the definitions used by sociologists we

find a common core, based on the idea of "interaction". (Some sociologists

use the word "group" to also include "categories" based on similarities,

"aggregates" based on proximity, as well as "groups" based upon psychic"

interaction.) In most usages it is not made explicit whether interaction

is defined in terms of an objective, social interdependence or a psychological

interdependence. In addition to the criterion of interaction some sociologists

e.g. Znaniecki (42) and Newstetter (29), have stated that the concept of

group includes "a feeling of identification", or "realiaation of a selective

bond". Sociologists have, in considering the relationship of the individual

and the group, tended to emphasize the incompleteness of the individual

without the group (Durkbeim's concept of "anomie").
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KIoffka (12) makes a distinction between sociological" (geographical)

groups and psychological" (behavioral) groups. He asserts that sociological

groups are tgestalts" and they have characteristics as gestalts which are

somewhat distinctive. in the first place the "strength of the gestalt

(the degree of interdependence) may differ over an enormously wide range;

secondly, the individuals composing the group are not completely determined

by the group. The reality of the psychological group is expressed in the

pronoun we ' twe' implying here the feeling of unity in joint action. As

used by Koffka the phrase "psychological group" refers to an individual life

space, the phrase "sociological group' refers to a group space. He asserts

that a sociological group of n members presupposes n psychological groups.

Koffka has many stimulating suggestions to offer with respect to the condition

of group formation, group structure, and with respect to the relation of the

individual to the group.

French (6) states two criteria for the existence of a group: inter-

dependence and identification. e defines "identification conceptually in

terms of two dynamic factors: (a) belonging to the group has, for its members,

a positive valence, (b) compared to the non-members, the members accept to a

greater degree the forces induced by the group'. nterdependence is the basic

criterion, not all psychological groups presuppose identification.

One of the most stimulating contributions to the theory of groups and

organization is presented in Barnard's "'The Functions of the Executive" (1).

This work, which must be considered a basic Work"'in this field, is too

pregnant with ideas to permit any concise summary. e suggests that the

word "group" is most appropriately applied to the relationship of cooperation,

which is a system of interactions. He also points out, as offka has done,

(but in rather different terminology) that: (1) the group or organization as
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a system has properties independently of the persons composing the group

(2) the persons composing a group possess some characteristics which may

not be pertinent to the group and the group, of course, does not completely

determine the person. In effect, Barnard uses the term "member" to apply

to the group relevant aspects of the person. Any person my have many

different memberships.

He asserts "an organization comes into being when (1) there are

persons able to communicate with each other, (2) who are willing to con-

tribute action (3) to accomplish a common purpose. These elements are

necessary and sufficient conditions initially.... For the continued

existence either effectiveness or efficiency is necessary". That is, an

organization cannot persist unless the individuals obtain more satisfaction

than discomfort in the course of directly obtaining the specific objectives

of the organization or unless they do it indirectly.

The conceptualization to be 'offered below, though not directly influenced

by Barnard, is in many respects similar to his. The primary critique of

Barnard's conception is that thbugh his theory is "effective", it is

"inefficient" in that it introduces some unnecessary elements such as

"consciously coordinated activities" and ingnffE to contribute which

could very much complicate the problem.

C. A Proposed Formulation:

Basic definitions:

1. A sociological group* exists (has unity) to the extent that

the individuals or sub-units composing it are pursuing "promotively inter-

*it should be noted that these terms are not being used as Koffka has used them. .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i



dependent goals.

2. A psychological group* exists (has unity) o the extent that

the individuals composing it percelve themselves as pursuing promotiveLy

interdependent oals.

3. The otal potential enery of a psychological group is some

cumulative direct function of the strength of goals that are perceived to

be promotively nterdependent by the various individuals or su-units

composing the group.

4. A psychological group has cohesiveness as a direct function

of the strength of goals perceived to be interdependent and of the degree

of perceived interdependence.

The following definitions are reformulations of the above

definitions from the point of view of membership.

la. Individual or sub-units belong in a sociological group to

the extent that they are pursuing promotively interdependent goals.

2a. Individuals or sub-units possess membership in a psychological

group to the extent that they perceive themselves as pursuing promotively

interdependent goals.

3a. ndividuals or sub-units possess membership motive in a

psychological group as a direct function of the strength of goals perceived

to be interdependent and of the degree of perceived interdependence.

The conceptualization of the cooperative situation (see the previous

chapter) is, of course, identical with the definition of the sociological

group. It follows that if Indiv coop and Indiv comp are equated in other

respects that Indiv coop will possess more unity as a sociological group

*It should be noted that these terms are not being used as offka has used hem.-hi -



than will the Indiv c rom the logical and psychological consideration

advanced in the preceding chapter t would also follow that the Indiv coop

will possess more unity as a psychological group than will the Indiv comp.

Since all the hypotheses in the preceding chapter were relative statements

based on the assmption that the Indiv coop and Indiv comp were equated in

other respects it is possible to substitute for "div coop' the phbrase,

Ua psychological group with greater unity," and to substitute for "Indiv

conp" the phrase, "a psychological group with lesser unity."

Thus, in effect, through creation of a cooperative and a competitive

situation it becomes possible to test empirically the effect of variation

in degree of unity or strength of membership motive of a psychological

group upon the functioning of groups.
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ATE aEckgoun DESIGN

A. Backround Considerations

In setting up the experiment to test the hypotheses developed in

the preceding chapters, it was necessary to consider many factors - only

a few of which were directly related to the hypotheses to be tested. First

of all it was necessary to have the following: (1) intelligent and reasonably

well-adJusted subjects who would regularly attend experimental sessions over

a period of time; (2) some degree of control over the goals the subjects

strove for (so as to beble, through manipulation of these goals, to lace

the subjects in cooperative or competitive situations); (3) a readily

observable situation.

After much preliminary investigation it became obvious that the

somewhat unorthodox Introductory Psychology course offered at M.I.T. might

provide the means by which all the conditions above might be satisfied.

By making the experimental sessions n integral part of the course regular

attendance would be assured; the instructor's control over grades and

assignments would provide some degree of control over the goals of the

subjects. Fortunately, the very excellent and helpful cooperation of

the Industrial Relations Section made this possible.

Questions of econom and of responsibility to the students (partici-

pating in the experiment as a substitute for the regular sections of

Introductory Psychology) required additional limitations: (1) that the

number of groups be limited, (2) that the number of students in a group be

relatively small, (3) that the content of group meetings be relevant to

"Introductory Psychology", (4) that "experimentation", questionnaire-43 -



administration, etc. be imited to the amount that could be tolerated

by the subjects and to an amount which would permit achievement of the

course objectives.

3. Subjects and Matching of Grou s

At the first meeting of the various Introductory Psychology sections,

it was announced that the department was interested in doing research on

its Introductory Psychology course and that, as part of this research, it

was planning o form some small sections to be composed of 5 students and

one instructor. It was asserted that the experimental sections would

meet once weekly as a substitute for the regularly scheduled 3 one hour

meetings. Nothing specific was stated about the research except that it

was research which had the purpose of improving the Introductory Psychology

course. Volunteers were requested and providently more subjects volunteered

than were needed.

Eowever, the department had decided that we would be able to take

only the 50 subjects needed for the 10 experimental groups plus a few

alternates. The 50 odd subjects and alternates were then formed into

groups on the basis of their available meeting times. Though this very

much limited the possibility of matching personalities as well as groups,

some flexibility still remained because of the large overlappings that

existed among the time schedules of the various subjects.

At this point all the subjects were administered the following tests:

"The A-S Reaction Study"', "Wide Range Vocabulary Test t and the Sanford,

Frankel-Brunswick ideology questionnaires. On the basis of these tests

and other face-sheet data about the individuals, the most deviant students

were eliminated as subjects. After this elimination no freedom existed,

in terms of the time schedules for group meetings, for shifting of subjects

from group to group.
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The next step was to match* pairs of groups. The following

procedure was used: Each group, at its first meeting together, were told:

"You are to be constituted as a board of human relations experts. As experts,

each week you will be presented a human relations problem. our job is to

analyze and discuss the problem and to formulate, in letter form, some

written recommendations." Sheets of paper to be used in writing the letter

was presented to them (a standard form was used only after this first meeting)

and the problem to be handled was read to them (though each member was pro-

vided with a copy of the problem). The problem presented to each of the

groups was entitled "The Treecutters" (see Appendix A), they were allowed

a total of 50 minutes for the discussion and writing of recommendations.

Each of the groups were rated by the experimenter on a 9 point scale in

terms of the productivity of their discussion of the problem presented to

them. (See Scale 1 of the "over-all Rating Scales" in Appendix B.) Groups

were then paired-off in terms of these ratings; in the one instance when

3 groups had the same rating, the pairing was based, in addition, on

similarity between meeting times (i.e. -- both groups met in the evenings).

One group of each pair was labeled "H", the other "T'. A coin was the

flipped, the side whose face turned up determined whether a group would be

cooperative or not. Thus if a heads" turned up, the "H" group in the pair

would be cooperative and the 1'l" group competitive; if a tails" turned up

the 't group wouIdL be ooperative and the ~"" group would be competitive.

The rationale of the matching of groups rather than individuals follows

-from our discussion in the preceding chapter. If we accept the notion that

*1 am indebted to Prof. Leon Festinger for suggesting that the groups be
matched in terms of their performance on a group task.
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a Erop is not merely the sum of its part, it follows that maching of

individuals (parts) is not a sufficient basis for matching groups -

~roups have to be matched as functioning entities. The rationale for

iusin the experimenter's judgment as the sole criterion for matching was

one of expediency. e was the only experienced observer available for

such ratings; during these first meetings the other observers were still

in the process of being trained.

C. The ExPerimental andipulation

After the first week, during which time the groups were paired, one

of each pair was exposed to a cooperative situation, the other was exposed

to a competitive situation. The cooperative and competitive instructions

which created the experimental variables are presented below.

1. Instructions Read to the Cooperative Grouns

A. Puzzle oblems

Every week you will be given a puzzle to solve as a group.
These puzzles are, in effect, tests of your ability to do clear, logical
thinking as a group. Your effectiveness in handling the problem will be
evaluated by ranking you as a group in comparison with 4 other groups who
will also tackle the same problems. Each of the 5 groups will be ranked...
the group that works together most effectively will -receive a rank of l,
the next most effective group will receive a rank of 2, the least effective
group will receive a rank of 5 The ranks that each group receives on the
weekly problems will be averaged - at the end of it all we should be able
to have a pretty good picture of each group's ability to do clear, logical
thinking.

To motivate you to contribute your best efforts, we will have
a reward. The group that comes out with the best average will be excused
from one term paper and will receive an automatic 'TH" for that paper. That
is, if your group receives the highest rank all of you will get excused from
one term paper and will receive an automatic 'h".

You are to come out with one solution as a group. When you
have decided as a group that you have reached a solutions let me know by
handding me your answer written on this answer sheet.

B. uman Relations Problem

There are 2 principal factors determining your grade for this
course:

1. The discussions in class of the human relations problems
2. The papers you hand in periodically
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Your grade for the discussion in class will be determined in
the following manner:

Each week the plans or recommendations that the group comes
out with as a result of discussion will be judged and evaluated by ranking
them in comparison with the efforts of 4 other similar groups. The group
whose discussions and recommendations are judged to be best (in terms of both
quality and quantity of ideas) will receive a rank of 1, the next best group
a rank of 2, and so on, the worst group will receive a rank of 5.

Every member of the group will be given the rank that his
group receives. That is, all members of a group will receive the same rank...
the rank being determined by how good their group discussion and recommen-
dations are.

The ranks that are received weekly shall be averaged and used I
in making up that part of the grade which is based on class discussion.

Thus, in effect, you are to consider the discussions of these
human relations problems presented to you weekly as a test, in which your
group rank or grade is determined by your ability to effectively apply
insight to these problems. Remember, the group whose discussions and recom-
mendations are best in quality and quantity will get the highest grade, the
group whose discussion and recommendations are worst will get the lowest grade.

This meeting, as in all the other meetings, you will consider
yourself to be a board of human relations experts. As such, you have been
presented with the following problem which I will read to you, you may glance
at your copies of the problem as I read, if you wish to do so: (The
problem was then read by the experimenter.)

You will be allowed a total of 50 minutes for both the dis-
cussion and the writing of recommendations. You are to write your recom-
mendations in letter style, on this form which I have provided.

You will be notified when you have only 20 minutes, 10 minutes,
and 5 minutes left.

2. Instructions Read to the Competitive Groups

A. Puzzle Problems

Every week you will be given a puzzle to solve as a group.
These puzzles are, in effect, tests of your individual abilities to do clear,
logical thinking. The contributions that each of you make to solving the
weekly puzzle will be ranked...so that the person who contributes most to
the solution will receive a rank of 1, the one who contributes next will
receive a rank of 2, etc., the one who contributes least will receive a rank
of 5. The ranks that each of you receive on the weekly problems will be
averaged...at the end of it all we should bave a pretty good picture of each

individual's ability to do logical thinking.
To motivate you to contribute your best individual efforts we

will have a reward for the individual who comes out with the best average.
He will be excused from one term paper and will receive an automatic "t' for
that paper.

You are to come out with one solution as a group. When you
have decided that as a group you have reached a solution, let me know by
handing me your answer written on this answer sheet.
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B. Human Relations Problem

There are 2 principal factors determining your grade for
this course.

1. The discussions in class of the Euman Relations Problem
2. The papers you hand in periodically.
Your grades for the discussion in class will be determined

in the following manner:
Each week the contributions that each of you makes to the

plan or recommendations that the group comes out with as a result of dis-
cussion will be ranked so that the individual contributing the most, (in
terms of both quality and quantity of ideas) to the group plan will receive
a rank of 1, the individual contributing next most will get a 2, and so on,
the individual who contributes least will get a 5.

The ranks that each individual receives from week to week
will be averaged and will be used in making up that part of his grade which
is based on discussion.

Thus, in effect, you are to consider the discussion of these
human relation problems presented to you weekly as a test, in which each of
you are being ranked and graded on your individual ability to effectively
apply insight to these problems. Realmber, the individual who contributes
most in quality and quantity to the recommendations will get the highest grades,
the individual who contributes least will get the lowest grades.

This meeting, as in all the other meetings, you will consider
yourself to be a board of hman relations experts. As such, you have been
presented with the following problem which I will read to you, you may glance
at your copies of the problem as I read, if you wish to do so. (The problem
was then read by the experimenter)

You will be allowed a total of 50 minutes for both the dis-
cussion and the writing of recommendations. You are to write your recom-
mendations in letter style, on this form which I have provided.

You will be notified when you have only 20 minutes, 10 minutes,
and 5 minutes left.

At the beinping of the experiment, after reading the instructions, the

experimenter asked if there were any questions. If any, the instructions

were repeated and clarified until there was evidence of clear understanding.

To all questions pertaining to the nature of the experiment or observations,

the experimenter responded with a promise of full, detailed explanation at

the end of the experiment. The cooperation of the subjects in not discussing

problems, etc. outside of the group meetings was solicited. The same in-

structions were repeated at each group meeting.

During the five weeks of experimentation, each of the groups met once
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weekly for a period of approximately 3 hours. The schedule of a meeting

was as follows: (1) The experimenter read the appropriate (that is,

cooperative or competitive) instructions for the puzzles. (2) The group

undertook the solution of the puzzle and worked at it until they handed in

a group solution to the experimenter. Amount of time taken varied from

4 minutes to 56 minutes. (3) The students then filled out a brief

questionnaire, while the observers made various ratings. (4) The experimenter

read the appropriate instructions for the human relations problem. (5)

The group was allowed a total of 50 minutes for the discussion and writing

of recommendations. (6) The students then filled out a lengthy questionnaire

(see Appendix B). (7) There was a 10-15 minute break. (8) The rest of the

three hours the experimenter informally lectured (encouraging active dis-

cussion) on psychological principles such as are involved in "need theory',

tlevel of aspirationS, "conflict", etc. Each of the 10 groups received the

same informal lectures in any given week; this similarity of content despite

the latin square arrangement of problems (see next section of this chapter),

required that the instructor avoid discussing the human relations problem

tackled by the group in the preceding hour.

It should be clear that the discussion and solution of both the

puzzles and human relations problems were undertaken by the various groups

without the participation of the experimenter (instructor). During these

discussions he sat at a table with the other observers and functioned solely

as an observer.

It should be emphasized that the only differences introduced into the

three hours meetings by the experimenter-instructor were the difference in
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instructions read to cooperative and competitive groups. The experimenter-

instructor tried to create a friendly, informal, but impersonal relation-

ship with all groups.

D. The Problems

The function of the problems was to provide a medium for the occurrence

of group process. Not all mediums are alike. The process that occurs is a

function of both the properties of the group and the properties of the

grou'ts medium or environment.* The communication hypotheses, thus, make

different predictions for different kinds of environments.

The background considerations, previously outlined, dictated that

human relations problems be used as group tasks. In addition for comparative

purposes it was thought that it would be interesting to have the groups

confronted with problems of a rather different type. The human relations

problems (see Appendix A) are tasks in which there are no clearly discernible

"objective" criteria of locomotion; they are tasks in which the group itself,

through consensus, provides the criteria for judging locomotion. In addition,

the content of these problems are likely to evoke strongly - held personal

value systems among the discussants. The puzzle problems were, for con-

venience, chosen for contrast. Due to their "objectivet' (i.e. -- logically

demonstrable) solutions, locomotion could take place without group consensus.

This, of course, provided the possibility for relatively more individual

work in the puzzles than in the human relations problems. The relative lack

in ideological relevance of the content of the puzzle problems, made

*mhis is but another version of the formula B-F (P,E)-0 -
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"conflict" more likely in the human relations problems.

1. A Human Relations Problem* ("The IWorld War I Vet)

I have noticed that a fellow I've been working with lately as
been seriously worried about something. I want to help 'him. This is the
story he told me the other day when we stopped in for a drink after work.

tI am a orld War I veteran. I have been home for 3 months
after having served 2 years overseas. I had been married a year and a
half and my son was five months old when I left. My wife and I have always
been very much in love with one another. My wife is a very intelligent
sensitive person who carries with her the imprint of her father's un-
faithfulness to her mother and of the shame and humiliation which she
and her mother suffered as a result. Consequently, she regards faithfulness
as the one indispensible condition of a successful marriage. I share my
wife's conviction but feel that above all a husband and wife must always
be completely frank with one another if their relationship is to be a happy
one.

While I was overseas in England and France we wrote regularly to
each other but as time went on, home seemed to become less and less real
to me. During the first year or so, despite the urgings of my buddies in
the squadron, I didn't have any dates. My passes were spent at Red Cross
centers or around the base. I was pretty lonely, homesick, and ust plain
miserable. I guess I was kind of a pain to my hut-mates, for one night they
more or less insisted that I go along with them to a dance in town. It Tas
fun dancing with one girl in particular who seemed to be able to follow
American steps. We got pretty well acquainted and to make a long story short,
one thing led to another, and for the next year I spent all my passes with her.
She knew that I was married and that our relationship was only for the
duration, but she seemed to enjoy my company as muhh as I did hers. I never
spoke of her in my letters to my wife because at first it was harmless but
later as it became more involved, I felt I would have to explain it to her
in person for her to really understand.

When I got home 3 months ago I tried. I started to broach the
subject in a general way by talking of life overseas. My wife said how
horrified she had been by stories she had heard of how married men had
behaved over there. She was so relieved, she said, that it hadn't happened
to them. Naturally, after that, I have felt that I couldn't say what I had
started to say."

I suggested that he forget all about it and not tell his wife, but
he said, "I feel terribly guilty and feel that if I don't tell her there will
always be a barrier between us which would make our marriage deceitful and
yet I am afraid that if I do tell her that it will be a blow to my wife which
might break up our marriage.

MFy problem is further complicated by a letter I received the other
day from the girl overseas in which she described the terrible conditions
over there and asked if I could help her out by sending food parcels.":

I still think that my suggestion to him is a good one, but since

*The human relations problems were constructed in collaboration with
Gordon Hear, -51 -



he doesn't seem to like it, I don't see why he just doesn't go ahead and
tell his wife all about this affair.

1. Can you give me any idea wby he can't make up his mind?
2. 'hat do you think is the 'isest thing for him to do

assuming that for his own peace of mind he can't just
forget the matter?

2. A Puzzle Problem* (The Vicar's Daughters)

The vicar gave each of his daughters eight shillings to spend
at the bazaar.

tt want each of you,. he said., "to by a present for Mrs. Brown,
Mrs. Jones, Mrs. Robinson, and iMrs. Smith.

"Each present bought must cost exactly one shilling or some
multiple of one shilling.

t'Eaeh f you must choose a dfferent method of dividing her eight
shillings into four separate sums.

'Each old lady's presents must have cost the same aggregate sum.'
The irls carried out these instructions.
Flora spent more on Trs. Brown than on the other three ladies

together.
Clara spent as much on Mrs. mith and lrs. Robinson as Flora

spent on the other two ladies.
Marie spent -more on MITrs. ones than on any of the others, and

Eva similarly spent more on Mrs. Robinson.
The fifth daughter's name is Sally.

HOW DID AFCH GL ;LOCAE HE MONE?

E. The atin Square Design

Several factors combined to ake the latin square a particularly

advantagenous exerimental design**: (1) The limited number of subjects

ailable., combined with considerations of obserrer economy, etc., made it

impractical o consider forming more than iO experimental groups. (2)

The interest in developmental differences. (3) The extreme difficulty of

equating beforehand the arious uman relations problems and the various

puzzles. It was, of course, necessary to be able to equate or eliminate

the effect of differences due to the problems in order to be able to study

development. (4) The necessity, particularly in light of the small number

The uzzle problems were taken from H. Phillips' Brush Up Your Wits"
**I am indebted to Stanley Schacter for suggesting that the latin square
design would be particularly appropriate for my purpose.-52 -



of groups, of eliminating from the error variance the effect of the non-

random differences introduced by differences among groups and among pairs,

differences due to the effect of time', and differences due to the varying

problems.

The latin square design achieves its precision by arranging it so that

each problem occurs only once in each column (time) and in each row (group).

By subtracting from the total variance of scores the variances due to

differences among groups or pairs, among time (plus psychology instruction),

and among problems we have remaining an error variance which is not enlargened

by systematic variables.

In effect, in the course of this experiment 4 latin squares were

created: (1) A cooperative Human Relations, (2) A cooperative Puzzles,

(3) A competitive uman Relations, (4) A competitive Puzzles.
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COQERATT HUIAN IAELATIONS

Uicti4g Number

ClOrT TIVE IIA IATIONS

hieet ing Number

1 2 4 

A B C D I' Tu2-5

II' Th2-5

A B C D 

B C D E A

1 III W.7-O C
0
O TV Subs coop* D

D A B II'
0

E A 3 I '

Th7-10 C D E A B

Subs com* D E A B C

A B C D V' M9-12

COOPER ATV fl 1:ZZ

A' B C' Dt

E A B C D

COIETfIT MIVE PUZZLE

I' Tu2-5 A' B' C' D'.'
B' C' D' VE' A'

C' D' Et A' B'

TV Subs coop* D' El A' 3B' C'

I" Th2-5

III' Th7-10

IV' Subs comp*

B' C' D' E' A'

C' D' E' A B'

D' E' A' B' C'

V MT-lO F' A ' C' D'

A - Barber Shop
B - The cheaters
C- TWorld War II Vet
D - Tool and' Die
E - Supervisors

Vt I M9-i2

A' -
B' -D' -

t -

E' A' B' C' D'

The Liars
The Vicar's Daughters
A Case of inship
A Square in Bloomsbury
The Five Pedagogues

*Due to the dropping out of one student, it became necessary to substitute
two new groups to form a new pair. The substituted pair differed from the
other groups in the following respect: the substituted students were all
members of a regular "Introductory Psychology" section and received their
psychology instruction in the meetings of their regular section.
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In addition to the above 4 latin squares, 4s more were formed by

subtracting Competitive from Cooperative lating squares and by subtracting

HUman Relations from the Puzzle latin squares. Thus: (a) Cooperative-

Competitive Human Relations; (b) Cooperative-Competitive Puzzles; (c)

Cooperative Puzzles-Cooperative Human Relations; (d) Competitive Puzzles-

Competitive Human Relations.

The focus of this study will be primarily upon the Cooperative-

Competitive latin suares; the other data will be reported more fully at

a later time. At the beginning of Chapter V there will be a section on

the statistical methods used in analyzing the data.

While the latin square design is efficient in many respects, it should

be noted that for certain purposes the design is uneconomical. Thus, it

becomes difficult to study the interrelationship among variables with such

a small number of groups. A case study approach is handicapped by the

different sequence of problems experienced by each group. Consequently

in this study no attempt will be made to educe the interrelationships among

variables nor will the case study approach be used in an attempt to explain

differences among groups.

F. The Physical Setting

The experimental group meetings occurred during the months of

February and March. The meetings took place in a rather bare, quickly

constructed experimental room. The make-shift and incomplete construction

tended to give the room a somewhat informal atmosphere. The 5 subjects*

sat around a square, composed of two rectangular tables; there were 2 chairs

on every side but the side facing the observers. Just beyond the head of the

table was situated a removable blackboard.

.*The subjects were allowed to seat themselves as they pleased. In almost all
groups, the seating remained constant from week to week.
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The 4 observers sat behind a rectangular table which was approximately

5 feet away from the subject's table. No partitions separated the observers

from the subjects; in effect the observers were looking directly at the

subjects and the subjects were aware that this was being done. Despite this

and despite the fact that several of the observers were attractive looking

girls, it ~was apparent that the subjects soon became acclimated to the

presence of observers and figuratively "forgot" that they were present.

In Chapter V some data ill be presented to show how the subjects were

affected by the observers.
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CRAmT V

MJAStI MAET TTHODLOGY

The history of science repeatedly demonstrates the imortant role

that instrument development plays in furthering the advancement of science.

The creation of new tools to unearth facts frequent3ly provides the prodding

necessarr for the creation of more adequate concepts. The discussions of

Lewin and of Lippitt have emphasized the need for a more adequate methodology

in studying group life. It is becoming increasingly clear that the furthering

of our knowledge about group life will to a large extent depend upon our

ability to develop measurement techniques which are reliable, valid,

economical, and non-disruptive of the social process being studied.

Lippitt, in his thesis, has admirably summarized the issues involved

in the various approaches to observational technique. HEe has indicated that

the determination of the size of unit is a critical problem in the develop-

ment of observational methods. The disappointing results obtained by

Thomas in her observational studies are attributed to her usage of categories

that had little psychological meaning. Using units which were psychologically

meaningful and which required considerable interpretative sensitivity on the

part of the people being used as observation and recording instruments

Lippitt and White had remarkably high reliability with respect to both

recording and categorization of data.

In the course of the present study several observational instruments have

been developed: all of them have relied very much on the sensitivity of the

paychologically-oriented human observer.

Unfortunately, however, the present study can not claim to have any-7 -



particular methodological significance. Thus in constructing the various

instruments, the press of circumstances made it difficult to deal adequately

with the methodological problems involved in the creation of new instruments.

Lack of time and unds made it impossible to have more than one observer

competently trained in the use of ay given instrument. The consequence

is that the customary measures of reliability are lacking; fortunately,

however, the experimental results themselves are prima facie evidence of

sufficient reliability for most of the present purposes.

The instruments were designed with several purposes in mind: (1)

primarily, to provide the possibility of testing hypotheses developed in

Chapter II, (2) to provide data for a phase analysis of group problem

solving, (3) to obtain sufficient data to permit the recapturing of the

"raw feel" of what occurred in the group meetings, and (4) to permit quick

tabulation and statistical analysis. An inspection of the instruments

(see Appendix B) reveals much overlapping. Part of this overlap was caused

by the differing purposes, part caused by a desire to have cross-checking

data to serve as evidences of reliability and validity.

Arbitrarily, one can classify the instruments into two categories:

(A) Instruments used by Observers (B) Instruments used by Subjects.

(A) Instruments Used b Observers

For most of the experiment there were four observers. The

following tasks were assigned respectively to the different observers:

(1) "Functions Observation Sheet", (2) "Phase Observation Sheet",

(3) "Commrunications Observation Sheet", (4) "The Style Observation Sheet"

and a clinical, descriptive recording of group process. All four observers
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filled out the over-all rating scales after each problem was discussed.

The data collected from phase", communication' and style" observations

will not be used in the present study.* t'Style" observations were made

for exploratory purposes in the hope of collecting material which would be

useful in establishing relationships between personality and behavioral

style in specific social situations. The "phase" observations were primarily

collected for a purpose that is mostly irrelevant to the focus of this study.

This is also partly true of the communication' observations which were meant

to serve primarily as a basis for cross-analysis with the phases'; in

addition, it was felt that the over-all communication ratings would more

easily supply essentially the same results with respect to the purposes of

this study.

*At this point, it may seem to have been rather uneconomical to have collected
so much data that will not be used here. The only explanation is that the
study was overly-ambitious for the time and financial resources available; a
considerable amount of work has yet to be done. ,Much too much data was
collected to permit all of it to be tabulated and analyzed by one person in
any reasonable period of time. As a consequence it was necessary to make
the decision, early in the analysis, that only those data which were immediately
relevant to the major cooperation-competition focus of this study would be
analyzed for the thesis.

In a study of this magnitude, where so much time and energy must be
expended in creating experimental groups for studying under relatively
favorable conditions, the temptation is very great indeed to collect as much
data as you can. In fact, "texperimental economy" provides itself as a
rationale for collection of additional data -- "When will the opportunity
again present itself to obtain so many possibilities of cross-analysis for

such a small amount of extra effort and expense?" is the question you ask
yourself. The "rationale" may, however, be a rationalization springing from
the experimenter's insecurity - for clearly, the extra data is of little
avail unless it is analyzed. Plans for the analysis and tabulation of the
data not reported in this study have been made. It is hoped that future
work will justify the labors expended in collecting data which is not being
presented now. -59 -



The Functions Observations Sheet and the accompanying definitions

appear in Appendix B. The ob of the observer was to categorize each

participation of the members in terms of the following: (1) Who spoke

(or gestured), (2) To whom the remark was addressed, (3) The intent of the

participant, and (4) Length of the participation. Arbitrarily it was

decided to use the "utterance" to define a unit of participation, with the

exception that if more than one function distinctly occurred in any

"utterance" two or more categorizations would be made. To provide the

possibility of cross-analysis with other instruments, a new "functions

sheet" was used for each 5 minute period; to facilitate tabulation no

attempt was made to retain sequence of utterances or the linkage who-to-whom.

The observer, using this instrument, was "trained" for approximately

30 hours before observing the experimental group meetings. Several steps

were involved in the training process: (1) Familiarization with the

categories and their definitions; (2) Familiarization with the observation

sheet and the location of categories, etc. on the sheet; (3) Learning to

perceive the intent or purpose of the participant; (4) Acquiring skill in

the rapid perception and recording of intent in the discussion group

situation; (5) Familiarization with the kind of content likely to occur in

the experimental discussion groups.

The first two steps in training largely involved a rote. memorization.

The learning of the categories was very much facilitated by the fact that

the observer also began to use the categories to code written material

from the Bethel data. Preliminary coding of the Bethel data brought out

some of the overlappings and ambiguities among the categories; this resulted

in a revision of the categories so as to make them more distinctive.
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Several techniques were used to help the observer acquire skill in

perceiving "intent.", The observer was encouraged to apply the categories

to her own conversations and to the conversations of others. After the

observer had done this casually for several days, a series of training

group meetings were instituted. At each meeting, two or more of the Bethel

coders were asked to discuss one of the human relations problems. As they

discussed, the observer acquired practice in categorizing. From time to

time, the discussions would be interrupted and a discussor would be asked

to state what she was trying to do in her participation. The observer and

the participant would then talk over their respective perceptions.

Frequently, recordings were made as the coders discussed the problems.

The observer and the participants would then each categorize a short

stretch of recording and discuss their respective categorizations. In

addition, the observer and experimenter spent a portion of each training

group meeting ointly coding and discussing the coding of the discussions.

During the experiment unanticipated problems arose from time to time.

At the end of every group meeting a time was alloted for discussion to andle

any such problems that might arise.

The "funetios" observing is a complex, skilled Job requiring a con-

siderable amount of training for optimal performance. By the time the

experimntal variables were introduced, that is, after one week of observing

Itequating sessions", it was felt that the observer had a moderate degree of

competence in the use of this instrument. After two weeks of observing, a

reliability test was attempted. The experienced functions observer and a

relatively untrained observer observed the same meeting -- the experienced

observer recorded more than double the number of participations recorded by

the novice. In such circumstances, the reliability coefficient would have no
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value and hus none was computed. owever, the results themselves point

to sufficient reliability for most of the present purposes.

The Over-All Rating Scales were rated by each observer at the end of

each problem. All of the rating scales apply to the meeting as a whole.

Due to the fact that the subjects filled out rather lengthy questionnaires

at the end of the discussion of the human relations problems, it became

possible to use the following procedure in rating of such discussions:

(1) First each observer independently made ratings, (2) Then the observers

compared and discussed their various ratings, making explicit their reasons

for making each rating, (3) Finally the observers each made re-ratings

independently -- sometimes changing their original ratings, sometimes leaving

them alone. In statistical computations the average of these second ratings

have been used. There were several reasons behind the use of this procedure --

it was thought that (1) the discussions of the ratings would provide an

excellent method for mutual sharpening of perceptions, (2) this method would

facilitate the formation of common standards for judgment and thus make

cross-analysis more feasible, and (3) ratings obtained by this method would

probably be the most reliable and most valid.*

Lack of time at the end of the puzzle problems revented inter-observer

discussion of ratings, consequently the ratings used in the statistical com-

putations are averages of the independent ratings of the observers.

In considering the various ratings, we should keep in mind that it was

impossible to maintain any absolute standards. The ratings more or less

*The studies of group discussion and judgment reported in Murphy, Murphy, and
Newcomb's Experimental Social Psychology' support this belief.
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presumed a standard of judient based on eperience with groups of

Introductory PsychologyJ tudents. Thus, the emphasis throughout will be

primarily on the direction of the obtained differences rather than on size

of the differences.

It has been stated that the observing instruments have considerable

prima acie reliability. The evidence for this statement lies in the

significant results which will be presented in the next chapter. For,

unless the instruments have sufficient reliability, it is impossible to

obtain significant results. The validity of the observations and ratings.

however, cannot be directly determined from the results. One of the primary

qluestions that may arise with respect to the validity of the observations

would probably be concerned with a possible bias among the observers. Thus,

if the observers were disposed to see the cooperative groups as being better

than the competitive groups any significant results might be a reflection of

this predisposition rather than of real differences.

There is no simple way to insure that the observers had no such pre-

disposition. owever, they were never told what the hypotheses were and,

were instructed to make their observations and ratings independently of their

knowledge that a group was exposed to the cooperative t t or 'competitiver"

instructions. I believe these instructions were carried out faithfully and

that the observers did not bias their observations in terms of any pre-

conceptions about cooperation and competition. Two kinds of evidence support

this belief: (1) mpromptu statements from the observers to the effect

(a) that if they were allowed to keep the instructions in mind they would

have a better interpretative frame of reference for their observations, and

(b) that, after a while, they never listened to the instructions. In

addition, in rather candid bull sessions at the end of the experiment the
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the observers attested that their observations were not influenced by

knowledge that a group was coo" or "'com" (the terms used by the experimenter

in referring to the two t pes of groups during the course of the experiment)

(2) The second kind of evidence is indirect but, in some ways, quite

supportive of the belief in lack of bias. Data collected from the subjects

strongly agree with the results from data collected by the observers. Since

there is no reason to suspect the subjects of bias (they didn't know what

the experiment as about), this is good indication of lack of bias in the

observers.

(B) Instruments Used the Subjects

It will be noted that the questionnaires filled out by the subjects,

in many respects, closely parallels data obtained by the observers. The

problem arises: What happens if the two kinds of data give conflicting

results? Theoretically, if we assume no particular bias on the part of the

observers, one should have to give preference to the data obtained from them

because of (1) the superior training of the observers (2) the restricted

frame of reference for judgment that is available to the subjects (only

having their own meetings as a basis for establishing standards). Yet

there would be much resistance engendered to the acceptance of tests of

hypotheses based on observer data, if this data were not in agreement with

data collected from the subjects. One would question the assumption of

lack of bias in the observers. Fortunately, in this study, the data collected

from observers and subjects supported each other.

Several instruments were used by the subjects: (1) A fairly long

(15 to 25 minutes) questionnaire which was filled out every meeting after

discussion of the Human Relations problems. (2) Personality Rating Scales -

Each member had to rate every other member, himself, and his expectations with
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respect to how the others would rate him in various tpersonality" character-

istics. These ratings were made during the first and last experimental

meetings only. This data will not be reported in this study. (3) One week

after the end of the experiment the subjects filled out a questionnaire

which had as its purpose the collection of miscellaneous information.

All of these instruments appear in Appendix B, appropriately labelled.

In addition to the foregoing, other data collected in the course of this

study include:

1. Tests of Subject

a. The A-S Reaction Study

b. The Wide Range Vocabulary Test

c. The Fraenkel-Brunswick, Sanford, et al Ideology Scales

d. The Runner-Seaver Personality Test

2. Background Data About Each Subject

3. The Grades of the Subjects on Various Introductory Psychology Papers.

(e) The Hypotheses and the Measures Relevant to Their Testing

Hypotheses Relevant Measures

BASIC EPTCEESES

1 A Indiv coop will perceive A* - 4c; C-10 D-12(b)-f
themselves to be more pro-
motively interdependent than
Indiv comp

B Indiv comp will perceive A - c; C-16a D-12(b)-c
themselves to be more con-
triently interdependent than
Indiv coop

2 Greater substitutability for See homogeneity and specialization of
similarly intended actions function hypothesis
among Indiv coop than among
Indiv comp

3 Higher percentage of actions See Interpersonal relations hypothesis
of others positively cathected
by Indiv comp

*From the point on the letter t'Al will be used to refer to the over-all Rating
scales, B" to Functions Observations, "C" to the Weekly Questionnaires, and
'D" to the post-Experiment Questionnaire.
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Higher percentage of actions
bf others negatively
cathected by Indiv comp than
by Indiv coop

4 Greater positive inducability
among Indiv coop

A Greater internal (self)
conflict among Indiv comp

5 Greater helpfulness among
Indiv coop

A Greater obstructiveness
among Indiv comp

See' Motivation, Orientation, Commui-
cation and Interpersonal Relation
Hypotheses

See Interpersonal relations and Com-
munication Hypotheses

ORGANIZATIONAI EHPMHMtES

6 At any given time, more
coordination of efforts
among Indiv coop

A Over a period of time, more
frequent coordination of
efforts

7 Greater homogeneity in amount
of contributions among Indiv
comp

8 Greater specialization of
function among Indiv coop

9 Greater specialization vith
respect to content or activity
among Indiv coop

10 Greater structural stability
among Indiv coop

11 reater organizational
flexibility among Indiv coop

MOT_IVATIONAL HYPOTEESES

12 The directions of the forces
operating on Indiv coop would
be more similar than the
directions of forces operating
on Indiv comp

13 The directions of the forces
operating on Indiv coop would
be more

A - 3, C1

B

B

From bottom of 'communications" sheet

Not considered in this study, but is
obtainable from B and C-17

See productivity hypothesis
C-76

A - h, D12a
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il Th roup force in the
direction of the goa in
a cooperative group will
be stromzer than such a
group force in a competitive
group

15 There will not be a significant
difference in strength of force
operating on I-div coop and
Indiv comp

See roductivity hypothesis

A - 4d, C-9

COIE~AJNICOI IYPOTHESiS

i6 t.Then the task structure is 3(E)' C3
such that production in
quantity of signs observable
to the group is perceived to
be a means of locomotion,
there will be greater sign
production among Indiv comp

17 iWen the task structure is
such that locomotion is
possible without the pro-
duction of observable signs,
there will be a greater total
production of such signs by
Indiv coop

18 Less attentiveness among
indiv comp

19 Less common significata
among Indiv comp

B(puzle)

A - 4, C5

A - 4c, C6, C4

20 Less common significata among
Indiv comp even when attentive-
ness is optimal

21 More common appraisals of com-
munications among ndiv coop

A - 4j, 3Followerl BEval-critic C-7a,C-3a

QRIEATION HYPOTESES

22 Indiv coop will have more
knowledge about its active
members than will the
Indiv comp

23 More group orientation among
Indiv coop

See Interpersonal Iypothesis

A - 4e, A2
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PRODUCTIVTr HEYPOTESS
i i · i

24 Indiv coop will produce
more per lunit time than
will Indiv comp

A Less time will be taken by
indiv coop to produce a
given product than will be
taken by ndiv comp

25 Higher qualitative produc-
tivity by Indiv coop

26 Indiv coop will learn more
from each other than will
Indiv comp

fWords in written products

Time taken to solve puzzles

A - , Ala, rankings of written products

C15, D6, Grades on 1st paper

ITR-PERSONAL ITIONE HPN E
--

27 More friendliness among
Indiv coop

28 Group and group products
will be evaluated more
highly by Indiv coop

29 Greater percentage of group
functions among Indiv coop

30 Greater percentage of indiv
functions among Indiv comp

31 More realistic perception
of attitudes of others among
Indiv coop

A - 4a, D-l, D-2, D-3, C14

C - 12, C-1

B

C (Will not be tested in this study)

32 Greater similarity in per-
ception of self functioning
and in others' perceptions
of functioning

33 Indiv coop will perceive
themselves as having more
favorable effects

34 Greater incoporation of the
attitude of the generalized
others by Indiv coop

C - 8a, C8b, Cl3b

D - 12b (e,i)-.68 -

C



TH MfER1/ŽiEAL {ESUIIlTS

A. A Note on the Statistical _Analysis

The latin square design of the experiment dictates the statistical

techniques to be used in analyzing the data regularly collected at each

experimental session. In brief, the following procedure was used for this

kind of data: (1) Each score, obtainable from the data, was placed into

its appropriate cell. For the data collected from the observing instruments,

this resulted in four latin squares for each variable -- a Coop H.R., a

Coop Puzzle, a Comp E.R., and a Comp Puzzle. For the weekly questionnaire,

there were no puzzle latin squares. (2) Latin squares composed of difference

scores were then obtained by making the appropriate subtraction: Coop H.R.-

Comp E.R., Coop Puzzle - Comp Puzzle, Coop Puzzle - Coop H.R., and Comp

Puzzle - Comp H.R. (3) Then using standard procedures (33), the variance

was analyzed into four components -- variance due to pairs, problems, past

amount of experience, and to error, When the error variance would have been

unnecessarily enlarged by decreasing its degrees of freedom without decreasing

its sum of squares (in the attempt to eliminate the effect of a variable

which had no discernible effect), it was customary to remove from the total

variance only those variables having discernible 'effect. (4) The error

variance was then taken to be an estimate of the variance of the population

from which the pairs were drawn. From the variance of the population, the

standard error of the mean is computed, according to the equation, - o

(5) A t t test is then done by dividing the mean difference between paired

groups by the OCm. The probability of obtaining a difference of such size is

- 69 -



then looked L -in the " ' tables, using the ame s degrees of freedom that

were used in computing the error variance. (6) The probabilities obtained

for t;he five airs (if the direction of the differences were the same)

Twere then combined according to the formula (11): liF=-2loge , being

distributed in the form of Chi-square with degrees of freedom equal to

twice the number of probabilities being cormbined. hen the difLerences-

in four o the pairs went in one direction, and one of the pairs in the

opposite direction, probabilities were combined after assigning a proba-

bility of 1.00 to the divergent pair.

The foregoing procedure is, in some respects, a cautious test of the

hyrpothesis under investigation since the hypotheses predict not only that

there will be a difference but that the difference will be in a given

direction,

Results

B. The Instructions

It is perhaps important to start out by inquiring about the

reactions of the subjects to the two different sets of instruction.

Clearly, if the instructions never "t got over"t, one could reasonably

question the efficacy of the instructions in producing differences.

All subjects* when requested (see D-13) to "describe the method

by which they were being raded on the human relations problems" responded

*Not all subjects took the post-ezperiment questionnaire. The substituted
groups were unable to takle them and one cooperative" subject was absent.
Thus, four cce: tive groups totaling twenty filled out this questionnaire,
and four cooperative groups totaling nineteen ... all in all, making it a
total of 39 subjects who took the questionnaire.
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with an appropriate description. That is, everyone of the thirty-nine

subjects filling out the questionnaires understood and could recall the

essentials of the instructions to which they were exposed at every meeting.

In answer to question, D- 1 4c, "If you would have had completely free

choice as to the method of grading discussion in class, which would you

have preferred?" the following results were obtained:

Grading method preferred: Cooperative Competitive No Dreference

By Indiv coop 11 6 2
By Indiv comp 6 11 3

Since there is no reason to suspect that these differences existed at the

beginning of the experiment, one can conclude that roughly the same

percentage of individuals were satisfied with the method of grading to

which they were exposed. However, from D-14a: tEHow much did you like the

method by which you were graded?" the following results were obtained:

The difference (cooperative-competitive) between paired groups*:

Pair 1 Pair 2 air 3 Pair 5 M m t p

t.9 o6 /.2 /i.6 .s3 .229 3.71 .05-.02

These results indicate that the intensity of satisfaction with the

grading system tended to be higher among Indiv coop than among Indiv comp.

Clearly, then, the instructions "got over" to the subjects in both

kinds of groups and further they "got over" in such a way as to seem

satisfactory to approximately the same percentage in both groups. The

*For the data rom the post-experimental questionnaire the following procedure
was generally used: (1) the ratings made by the members of a group were
averaged, (2) the difference between the average ratings were then computed
for the paired cooperative and competitive groups. (3) A routine '"t' test was
then performed to test the null hypothesis that the mean of the distribution
of differences did not deviate significantly from zero.

The above procedure through relatively crude (in that no advantage is
taken of the within cell"' variance) was deemed adequate for demonstration
of the more obvious differences.-71 -



importance of this latter point lies in the possibility that if disapproval

of the grading system occured in sufficient strength, the nature of the

social situations might be changed markedly enough to make the experimental

variables impotent.

C. Perceived terdpendece

One of the basic hypotheses of this study, Hypothesis I, asserts

that Indiv comp will perceive themselves to be more contriently interdependent

than will Indiv coop. Table I presents some relevant data.

The data reveals that group-centeredness ("we -feeling") was rated

by the observers to be considerably higher in the cooperative groups for both

the puzzles and the human relations problems. The ratings of the subjects, in

the questionnaire pertaining to the human relations problem, are in the same

vein. The ndiv coop give themselves credit for more "group-feeling" than do

the Indiv cp. These differences with respect to group-centeredness" and

"group-feeling" are significant at the .1% level for both the puzzles and

hman relation problems. Thus, if we accept these easures as appropriate

empirical coordinations, the evidence gives support to the first part of

Eypothesis I (perceived promotive interdependence).

The second part of the hypothesis (perceived contrient interdependence)

is partly supported by the same evidence that supports the first part of the

hypothesis. Thus, the competitive group members were rated to be more self-

centered (A-4c) by the observers; in addition, the Indiv comp rated themselves

as being more self-oriented (c-10) than did Indiv coop. This is, of course,

but a restatement of the data previously cited; it supports the second part

of the hypothesis only insofar as the second part is the mirror-image of the
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first part. "Self-centeredness" (which is defined to be the opposite

of group-centeredness") seems to include in it the ehasis on the "I"

as being distinct, in purpose and activity, from "the others"; one would

expect "self-centeredness" to be higher when there is "perceived contrient

interdependence". However, "perceived contrient interdependence" seems to

include, in addition, the notion of "I" versus "the others". To measure

this component, the subjects were asked (C-16a): "How competitive with

the other members in your group did you feel you were during the discussion

(of the human relations problem)?"

The results obtained here are not so conclusive, though they tend to

support the hypothesis (see Table 1, "competitiveness"). Two groups support

the hypothesis at the 1% level; one group supports it at the 13% level; two

groups reject the hpothesis at the 11% and 23% level respectively. Combining

probabilities* (assigning a "p" of 100 to the two rejecting groups) total

"pn comes out to be significant at the 2% level. Somewhat surprised by the

lack of clean-cut results with respect to this question the author queried

a sampling of the ndiv coop as to what they meant by "competitiveness" when

they made their rating. Several responded that when they indicated that they

felt cmpetitive they meant that they felt an obligation to do their equal

share in helping the group to move along. Thus, it seems probable that the

lack of clean-cut results is a reflection of the differing interpretations

placed on the word "competitiveness" by Indiv coop. This interpretation is

supported by the fact that when the phrase "desire to excel others" was used

on the post-experimental questionnaire significant differences were obtained

in the direction predicted by the hypothesis.

iCobining probabilities this way is a somewhat dubious procedure. Its rationale
is that the hypothesis asserts direction of difference, and using the full scope
of the hypothesis makes it less easy for the reader to fall into the trap of
equating lack of rejection of the null hypothesis to disproof of the hypothesis
under scrutiny.
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To sum up, the data strongly supports the first part of Hypothesis 1

and supports, but not so strongly, the second part. Also, it is interesting

to note that there is a tendency for both the cooperative and competitive

subjects to be less grou-centered in the puzzle discussions than in the

discussions of the human relations problems.

D. Organization

1. Coordination of Efforts

From the basic hypothesis with respect to inducibility it was

derived that there would be a greater degree of coordination of efforts

and that coordination would occur more frequently among Indiv coop than

among Indiv comp (Hypothesis 6). Table 2 presents the relevant evidence.

The observers rated that the cooperative groups worked together

more frequently (A-3) and were more highly coordinated (A-4f) than were the

competitive groups. These differences are significant at the .1% level for

both kinds of problems. In answer to the question (c-ll): How cooperatively

did the group work together on this problem?", the ratings of the Indiv coop

indicated more working together than did the ratings of the Indiv comp.

This difference is also significant at the .1% level.

Thus, clearly, the data gives rather definite support to

Hypothesis 6. The structure of the problems, also clearly, has definite

effects on coordination of activities. Both the cooperative and competitive

groups exhibit less coordination of efforts in their approach to the puzzles

than in their discussion of the human relations problems.

2. Homogeneity of Participation (Hypothesis 7)

From the basic substitutability hypothesis it was derived that
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there would be less homogeneity with respect to amount of contribution

among Indiv coop than among Indiv comp. On the face of it, this hypothesis

would appear to run counter to commonsense impression. Let us examine a

little more closely the considerations lying at the base of the common-sense

impression to see how they apply to the present experiment conditions.

There appear to be two basic notions involved in the common-sense

impression: (1) That the more threatening atmosphere of the competitive

situation will make it more difficult for timid individuals to participate.

(2) That cooperation implies equality of participation. There is some

validity to each of these notions.

From the present theory one should be able to predict that the com-

petitive situation would be more stressful for certain kinds of personalities

than would the cooperative situation. The consequence of the stress might

be a restructuring of goals and a withdrawal, with the result that the with-

drawn individual would no longer be in a competitive situation. Presumably,

the withdrawn individual would no longer "compete" with the effect that the

homogeneity of participation would be low in competitive groups (though, under

certain circumstances, the effect of partial withdrawal might be to lessen

ego-vulnerability and thus permit the timid" individual to participate more

freely). owever, the present experimental conditions operating on reasonably

well-adJusted individuals with a modicum of ego-strength made "withdrawal"

rather unlikely.

The second notion also has some validity, in the sense that there are

certain kinds of group situations in which the actions or words of another

cannot readily function as a substitute for one's own actions or words. For

example, various kinds of "self-expression", "get acquainted', and "therapy"
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situations might induce forces on each individual to participate without

allowing much in the way of substitutability. It seems evident that the

task-oriented nature of the present experimental sessions were situations

which permitted substitutability.

The data presented in Table 3 provides the evidence relevant to

Eypothesis 7. The variance in amount of contributions among members has

been used as the measure of homogeneity of contribution. The differences

between variances of paired groups were then entered as scores in the

latin square and the customary statistical treatment was made. This pro-

cedure violated the mathematical assumptions at the base of the analysis of

variance technique but, even so, it seemed the most feasible technique to

use in lieu of "F" tables for all levels of confidence.

The data gives support for the hypothesis, although the results are not

conclusive. In both the puzzles and human relations problem there is greater

homogeneity of participation within competitive groups. Four out of the five

pairs in the human relations problem and all of the five pairs in the puzzles

go in the direction predicted by the hypothesis. If direction of difference

were to be considered in the statistical test of the hypothesis, the dif-

ferences between cooperative and competitive groups for both the puzzles

and human relations problems would be aLgificant at the 1% level.

3. Specialization (ypotheses 8 and 9)

A cursory inspection of the data collected by the functions observations

sheet revealed that to test ypothesis 8 (Specialization with respect to

function) it would be necessary to treat the data via the latin square.

Individuals varied too much in functions from meeting to meeting to permit

any combination of the data for treatment in terms of the five sessions. This

placed the experimenter in a dilemma, since he had the ipression that the
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functions data were not sufficiently reliable to make it worthwhile to

engage in the refined analysis necessary for the test of this hypothesis.

The lack of reliability is of significance primarily due to the small

number of participations that any individual would have in a given category

per meeting. Observer error in combination with the small frequencies

would make it most difficult to demonstrate significant differences. Despite

these considerations, compulsiveness made the experimenter go through the

detailed analysis. The data are presented in Table 4.

The data were obtained by the following procedure: The frequencies

with respect to each function, per member, were converted into percentages

of the member's total number of task contributions. The variance in member

percentages were then computed and the customary latin square of the

differences between paired groups was then constructed.

As was expected the data reveals no clear-cut significance. The

actual p'ls" were not computed because on inspection it was clear that the

error variance wou4d be too large to permit of any significance.

The evidence relevant to specialization with respect to content or

activity (Hypothesis 9) is much more clear-cut. Table 5 presents the data.

The results definitely indicate that with respect to the ob of writing the

letter of recommendations, asked for in the human problems, there were sig-

nificantly more instances of division of labor in the cooperative groups

than in the competitive groups. Faced with the problem of achievement in a

limited amount of time, cooperative members were able to organize themselves

so as not to duplicate each other's efforts. Substitutability of one for the

other permitted the members to divide up the ob into its different aspects

and allowed the various members to work on these componentsa simultaneously.
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TABLE 5

The Maximum Number of Persons Who were Simultaneously Engaged in Writing

Recommendations For the Human Relations Problem

Meeting Number

Coop 1
Com 1
Coop 2
Comp 2
Coop 3
Comp 3
Coop 4
Col 4
Coop 5
Cow 5

1
1

A 1
3

B 1
1

C 1
3

D 3
1

IE 1

B
3
1
1

C 1
3

D 3
4

E 2
1

A 1

3
2

C 1
3

D 1
2

E 1
3

A 2
2

B 1

4
3

D 1
3

E 1
1

A 1
3

B 1
3

C 1

5
4 1

E 1
3

A 1
1

B 1
3

C 2
2

D 1

- - - m m u -



In the competitive situation writing was usually done in either of the

two following etremes: (a) one man was assigned the ob, usually on the

basis of a rotation scheme, and the other members took an active part in

supervising the writing. The getting of ideas into written form was seen

as a path, thus everyone was actively concerned with what was being written.

Since the number of pages, always less than five, prevented the possibility

of any compromise -- "we each do one" -- (due to lack of substitutability)

it was necessary for all to focus on the same activity. As a consequence,

it was rare that two members were writing simultaneously. When two or

more recorders are shown in the competitive groups, their time of writing

did not overlap much. This is not at all the case for the cooperative

groups. (b) Some conscientious member took the form and wrote up recom-

mendations while the others discussed. The discussants showed no interest

in the write-up, never examining it, their whole attention being directed

to the discussion. The written product was more or less considered an irrelevant

side issue for some conscientious soul to handle. It was not seen as a

necessary path, thus it was perfectly permissible for anyone who wished to

do so to take over the function of writing.

Similar data was not, unfortunately, collected for the puzzle problem.

The experimenter, however, had the definite impression that a "formal"

decision to take different approaches to the group problem occurred not

infrequently in the cooperative groups but did not occur at all in the

competitive groups.

E. Motivation

Hypothesis 12 asserts that the directions of the forces operating

on Indiv coop should be more similar tham the directions of the forces
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operating on Indiv comp. If this hypothesis is correct one should

expect greater speed in group locomotion for the cooperative groups. The

data with respect to locomotion is presented under "Productivity"

(Section H); the data gives strong support to the hypothesis.

The validity of the hypothesis presupposes the validity of the basic

hypothesis with respect to posivie inducibility. The following questions

(c-7a)and 7b): THow did you react to the ideas or suggestions of others?"

and "How frequently was your own thinking or reaction affected by what the

others were saying?" Table 6 indicates that the Indiv coop were affected

by the ideas of others, significantly more often than were ZMdiv comp.

Table 2 indicates, further, that the Indiv coop were markedly more agreeable

and acceptant towards the ideas initiated by others. These two sets of facts

provide direct support for the basic hypothesis with respect to positive

inducibility and indirect evidence for Hypothesis 12.

From Hypothesis 13 one would predict that there would be more achieve-

ment drive in the cooperative groups than in the competitive groups. The

ratings of the observers and of the subjects both produce significant dif-

ferences in the predicted direction for the human relations problem. The

direction of the differences obtained for the puzzles is in line with the

hypothesis, but the size of the differences are not significant. Several

reasons may be at the base of this latter lack of significant difference:

(1) The strength of forces acting on the individual in the puzzle situation

are high (significantly higher than the forces acting in the human relations

situation -- see Table 7), so that it becomes difficult to demonstrate

relatively small differences with such a few cases. (2) The structure of

the puzzle problem, in contrast to the human relations problem, permits the

individual to locomote without consensus. This, the results have indicated,
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facilitates individual working. In individual work the person is oriented

more toward achievement (reaching the task solution) than he is in a com-

petitive group discussion. As a consequence, the direction of the force

acting on the competitive individual in the solution of the puzzles is more

task oriented than during the discussion of the human relations problems

and not much less task oriented than is the cooperative individual.

Hypothesis 15 states that there is nothing inherent in the cooperative

or competitive situations (in isolation from other systems) which should

produce differences in the strength of force operating on the individuals in

either situation. "Interest" or "involvement" is considered to be an

operational measure of total situationally relevant forces. The hypothesis,

as stated, is the null hypothesis and, therefore, not amenable to the

customary statistical devices in establishing a level of confidence for its

acceptance. The data of table 7 clearly provides no basis for rejecting

the hypotheses; the differences between cooperative and competitive groups

with respect to involvement or interest in the problem at hand are negligible.

However, both the cooperative and competitive groups were rated to be

significantly more involved in the puzzle problems than in the human relations

problems. A reasonable explanation for this result perhaps lies in the

characteristics of the subjects. All of the subjects were engineering

students; perhaps liberal arts students might have had just the opposite

interests.

F. Cammnication

In Chapter II, hypotheses were developed with respect to four

aspects of the communication process: (1) The Production of Signs, (2)

- 80 -



The Attentiveness of the Communicatee to the Signs Produced and (3) The

Creation of Common Signification, (4) Appraisal of Signs.

(1) The Production of Sigs

Hypotheses 16 and 17, in effect, assert that the volume of participation

of the competitive as contrasted to the cooperative groups will be (ypo-

thesis 16) greater for the human relations problem, and (Hypothesis 17)

fewer for the puzzles. The relevant data are presented in Table 8.

The evidence for Hypothesis 17 is clearly confirming, the difference

being significant at the 1% level. The data for Hypothesis 16 is not so

clear-cut. Three of the groups support, two of the groups do not; the com-

bined probabilities are significant at the 5% level. The hypothesis was

derived from the basic substitutability hypothesis and some additional

assumptions which included the following: the task demands are such that

quantitative efforts do not seriously interfere with qualitative efforts, or

that if they do, quantity is seen to be as, or more important than, quality"

(Chapter II). The instructions which emphasized both quality and quantity

may have resulted in some ambiguity of interpretation, so that the preceding

assumption did not hold true for all the Indiv comp. This, of course, would

make it more difficult to demonstrate the validity of the hypothesis under

scrutiny.

It is interesting to note that, according to expectation, there is

significantly less participation volume in the puzzles than in the human

relations problems. However, this difference is not nearly so marked for

the cooperative as for the competitive groups. The difference in differences

would clearly be significant at the .1% level and is in line with what one

- 31 -
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should expect from ipotheses 16 and 17.

(2) Attentiveness to Signs

From the basic hypothesis with respect to helpfulness it was derived

that there would be less attentiveness to each other's production of signs

among Iddiv cmp than among Mdiv coop (Hypothesis 18). Table 9 supplies

the information necessary to test this hypothesis.

The observers rate (A-4g) Tndiv coop to be significantly more attentive

to each other than the Indiv comp for both kinds of tasks. The ratings by

the subjects of their own attentiveness (c-5) also tend to support the

hypothesis.

The structure of the task apparently influences attentiveness. The

puzzle problem which permit of more individual action results in markedly

less attentiveness when individual activity does occur, as, for example,

in the competitive groups. In the cooperative groups there is also a ten-

dency for less attentiveness in the puzzles; the tendency, however, is not

so marked.

(3) Common Signification of Signs

Hypothesis 19 and 20 assert that there will be less common signification

between communicators and communicatees among Indiv comp than among Indiv

coop, or in other words, that there would be a greater amount of communication

difficulties in competitive groups than in cooperative groups. The relevant

data is presented in Table 10.

The data reveals that the observers rated that there were significantly

greater communication difficulties among Indiv comp than among Indiv coop.

Further support for Hypothesis 19 (no independent test of Hypothesis 20 is

possible in this study) is obtained from the subjects. In answer to the

question (c-4): 'Did you find that you had difficulty in getting your ideas

- 82 -
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across to others?", the ratings of the Indiv comp expressed significantly

more difficulty than did the ratings of the Indiv coop. The same results

were obtained in answers to the following question (c-6): "Did you find

that you had difficulty in trying to follow or get the point of hat the

others were saying?" Thus, the competitive subject experienced more dif-

ficulty with respect to the spread of common signification, both in the

roles of communicators and communicatees.

Thus, the data provides striking support for the hypothesis being

examined.

The structure of the problem appears to have differential effects

on cooperative and competitive groups. Relatively more communication dif-

ficulty is experienced by the cooperative groups in their discussion of the

puzzles than in their discussion of the human relations problems. For the

competitive groups, task structure produces no difference in communication

difficulty. This latter result probably reflects the fact that difficulties

in communication are sufficiently high in the discussion of the human

relations problem so that increased obstacles (due to task structure) will

not be able to have much of an effect.

(X) The Appraisal of Signs

Hypothesis 20 asserts that there will be more common appraisals of

communications in the cooperative groups than in the competitive groups.

Table 11 presents the evidence for the hypothesis.

The observers rate that there is more acceptance of each other's ideas

in the cooperative groups than the competitive groups in both kinds of tasks.

Differences are significant at the 1% level or better. The ratings by the

subjects also strongly support the hypothesis. In answer to the question:

- 83 -
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"How did you react to the suggestions of the others?" and "How did the

others tend to react to your ideas or suggestions?", the ratings made by

the Indiv coop indicate significantly more agreement with the ideas and

suggestions of others, as well as perception of more agreement by others.

Two categories on the functions observation sheet, "evaluator-critic"

and "follower", also provide some relevant data. However, it should be

kept in mind that both of the categories may contain a few items which are

not specifically related to the notion of "common appraisal". Thus,

"evaluator-criticn probably contains some items which are positive evalu-

ations, and "follower" includes some items which connote understanding but

not necessarily agreement. Nevertheless, for both categories there are

significant differences in the direction of the hypothesis between the

cooperative and competitive groups on the human relations problems. The

differences, with respect to the puzzles, are in the predicted direction

but are not significant.

Task structure does not seem to produce any significant differences

in amount of common appraisal for the cooperative groups. The competitive

groups, however, seem more inclined to accept each other's ideas in the

puzzles than in the human relations problems. This latter result is sig-

nificant for the over-all ratings and the same tendency, though not

statistically significant, can be noted in the two categories "follower"

and "evaluator-critic".

The above result can perhaps be explained by assuming that the human

relations problems present more potentiality for inter-personal conflict

due to their value-laden content than do the puzzles, and by assuming that-84 -
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competition is able to make use of this"potentiality" due to the greater

amount of inter-personal rivalry caused by competition.

G. Orientation

From the basic hypothesis with respect to positive inducibility it was

derived that there would be more commonality of perception with respect to

position and direction to the goal among Indiv coop than among Indiv comp

(Eypothesis 23). The relevant data is presented in Table 12.

The observers rated the cooperative groups to be significantly more

oriented ("aware of where they are and fhere they are going") than the com-

petititie groups, for both kinds of tasks. The hypothesis is also given

indirect support by the observer's ratings that the cooperative groups were

also significantly more orderly and systematic in their approach to the

various problems. The assumption here is that orientation and systematic

approach are closely related.

At first thought it may be somewhat surprising to find that task

structure does not have any marked influence on orientation or systematicness.

On further analysis, it becomes clear that there are at least two factors

which might help explain the obtained results. The greater communication

difficulties experienced in the puzzles (see Table 10) should make for

less commonality of perception. owever, the structure of puzzles, are

sufficiently simple and similar (especially to students with a mathematical

background) to make it easier to outline an approach and thus orient yourself

to the problem than is the case (for the relatively untrained) with respect

to the human relations problems. The greater communication difficulties

should result in less orientation in the puzzles; the simpler structure of

the puzzles should result in more orientation in the puzzles. These two

- 85 -
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factors, working in opposed directions, might very well be the reason

for the lack of differences.

G. Productivity

In the present experiment many different measures can be considered to

be relevant to group productivity". The results obtained by these measures

are summarized in Tables 13 and 14.

Hypothesis 24 asserts that, since speed of locomotion will be greater

in cooperative groups, quantitative productivity per unit of time will be

less in the competitive groups. The evidence in Table 13 provides striking

support. Cooperative groups solve the puzzle problems more rapidly than do

the competitive groups and they also produce more quantitatively on the

human relations problems (words in the written letters of recommendations

are taken as a crude quantitative measure of productivity).

Hypothesis 25 asserts that qualitative productivity will be higher

in the cooperative groups. Clear support is given to this hypothesis by

the observers' ratings of discussion productivity (Table 13) and by the

Judges' rankings and ratings of the written recommendations for the human

relations problems (Table 14). The observers rated that the discussions

of the cooperative groups not only came out with more fruitful ideas for

handling the problem presented to them, but also that their group dis-

cussions showed more insight and understanding of the nature of the problem

being posed to them. These differences with respect to group productivity

and group insight are significant for both kinds of tasks.

Average individual productivity must not be confused with group pro-

ductivity. Group productivity ratings referred to the ideas that were agreed

upon and accepted as a basis for action by the group. Thus, if two members

of a group each had good ideas which were in conflict and no agreement or

- 86 -
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action were taken by the group, the meeting bogged down in conflict,

group productivity was rated as being low. The same kind of distinction

held for group insight in contrast with average individual insight. The

ratings of average individual productivity show no significant difference

for the cooperative and competitive groups on the human relations problems;

for the puzzles, there is a difference approaching significance favoring the

Indiv coop. The latter result is probably explained by the fact that the

greater communication within cooperative groups meant that individuals were

less likely to stay in blind alleys for long periods of time.

Table l1A presents the rank order of each group for each of the five

different problems, as ranked by three different judges. Although it is

evident that there is a considerable unreliability in the rankings, it is

also clear that despite the unreliability there are significant differences

in rankings between the paired cooperative and competitive groups. Table 14B

reveals similar results for the ratings. The difference between ratings of

the cooperative and competitive products is significant at the .1% level.

The instructions given to the Judges are presented below.

no help not very somewhat a good deal very
at all helpful helpful of help helpful

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

You are to imagine yourself to be a psychology instructor who has
given to his ten students a series of five practical problems as test.
You are to grade the ten papers for each of the five problems separately
in the following manner:

(1) Take the ten papers, for any given problem, and read
through all. Rate each of the papers in terms of how
"helpful" (see the scale on top of the page) the
insights and suggestions for actions are: Try to keep
from being influenced by such considerations as grammatical
niceties, etc. Do not try to guess hich of the groups
are cooperative and which are competitive.
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TABLE 14 A

Rank Order of Each Group on Each Problem by 3 Different Judges

Barber Shop

4-43

M2-5 (coop) 7 5
Tu2-5 (comp) 9 10 10
W2-5 (coop) 1 1 2
Th2-5 (comp) 10 4 5
Wi7-10 (coop) 2 8 3

Th7-10 (comp) 4 _ 3 1
Subs Coop 3 2 4

Subs Comp 5 9 8
M7-10 (coop) 6 7 7
M9-12 (coqp_ 8_ 6 9

Cheaters WW II Vet

T B P T B P

Tool & Die

T B P

6 8 3 1 2 1 6 4 8
4 2 8 7 8 2 7 4

5 1 4 2 1 3 9-3 6
o10 6 9 10 8 9 10 8 10
1 9 10 3 4 5 1 2 7
2 7 5 9 10 7 7 1 1
3 5 1 4 5 4 5 10 3
9 3 7 6 66 8 9 9
7 2 8 5 3 2 3 5 2
8 10 6 7 9 10 4 6 5

Supervisors

T B P

1 7 2
8 8 8
7 2 A

10 10 10
5 3 3
2 56
3 6 1

4 45
6 1 7

__
- - -- - -

I I_I

I_

_ _ _ L ___ __ L



TABLE 14 B

Ratings of Group Products by Three Different Judges

M2-5 (coop)
Tu 2-5 (cc=)
,"-5 (coop)
Th 2 5 (cop)
W7-10 (coop)
Th7-1o (co,)
Subs coop
Subs comp

'-lo (coop)
M9-12 (comp)

Barber Shop
T B P
4-
2

4 
1 1

6 8 7
. 6 4
6 3 6
5 6 8
5 8 5
5 1 2
5 4 3
3 5 2

Cheaters WV II VET
T B P T B P
5 4 -
6 6 4
6 -8 3
1 6 1
9 2 1
7 2 3
7 6 4
2 7 2
4 8 2
3 2 3

9
5

7
3

7
2

8 7 6
1 3 2
7 6 -
1 1 3
7 2 5
6 4 3
6 7- 7
5 2 1

Tool & Die
T B P
5 5 3
7 2 7
4 5 4
[3 2 1
8 6 4
5 6 8
5 2 7
4 2 3
6 4 8
6 4 5

Superviscrs
T B P
8 -5 8
4 2 2
4 7 7 7
1 4 1
5 7 7

6 5 8
3 2 2
5 6 3

8 2I

Results of Latin Square of Differences Between Averaged Ratings

Pair 1
Mdiff p
/2.12 (02)

Pair 2
Mdiff p
/3.52 (001)

Pair 3 Pair 4
Mdiff p Miff p
/.5 4 (50) /2.40 ()

Pair 5
Mdiff p
A.62 (5)

Total
Mdiff p

/2.04 (001)

'M d.f.
.763 1.6

I I I - - - - - - Il II : I-- -- - -- --_~ _ -



(2) After rating the papers, rank them from 1 to 10.
Let "1" represent the best paper, "10" the worst
paper., (Do not have any"'tie" ranks.).

Hypothesis 26 states that the Indiv coop will learn more from each

other than will the ndiv comp. Table 13 indicates that the cooperative

group members in three of the five pairs rated themselves as learning more

from the discussion of the human relations problem than did the competitive

members rate themselves. The combined probabilities, however, are not

significant.

The same kind of results are obtained when one examines the grades

obtained by the individuals exposed to each of the experimental conditions.

The grades being considered were those obtained on the first term paper

handed in by all the subjects; the paper was due on the last week of the

experiment. Statistical analysis reveals the differences, (while they are

in the direction predicted by the hypothesis, ) cannot be considered as

significant.

Thus, ypotheses 24 and 25 have gotten strong support from the data

but the evidence with respect to Hypothesis 26 is far from conclusive.

Several possible explanations for this latter lack of dsgnificance are the

following: (1) The discussions took place at the very beginning of an

Introductory Psychology course. Perhaps, at such an early stage the subjects

did not have much to offer to each other since none had enough training to

have crystallized his own experiences into useful approaches to such problems

as were discussed. (2) Even if (1) is not valid, many students believed it

to be so and felt that what they would learn, they would learn from the

instructor. Thus, they were not particularly ready to have cognitive changes

induced by fellow members under either of the two conditions. (3) The
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relative differences in learning during group discussion were so small that

they were insignificant in comparison with the learnings during the regular

instructional period. The assumption here being that the Indiv coop and

Indiv comp learned as much as each other during the regular instructional

period. Some relevant data will be presented in the "Odds and Ends"

section.

I. Inter-personal Relations

From the basic hypothesis with respect to cathexis, it was derived

that the Ddiv coop would be more friendly towards each other in the group

meetings than would the Idiv comp. (Hypothesis 27) Table 15 presents

the relevant data.

The observers rate that the Indiv coop were significantly more

friendly during discussions of both types of problems than were the Indiv

comp, giving strong support to the hypothesis under scrutiny. It also

receives partial support from the functions observation: a significantly

greater percentage of encouraging or rewarding remarks were made in cooperative

groups during the discussions of the human relations problems; a significantly

greater percentage of aggressive remarks were made during the competitive

discussions. These differences in functions were not obtained for the

puzzle problems. This latter result is probably explainable by assuming

that the lack of emotionally laden content in the puzzles led to a smaller

percentage of emotional functions such as rewarding" and aggressing", thus

making it difficult to establish significant differences for the puzzles.

Despite the lack of emotional content to the inter-actions of the members

during the discussions of the puzzles, it is clear from the observers'

ratings that the style of inter-actions among Indiv coop reflected more

friendliness than did the style of the Indiv comp.
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The cooperative subjects in answer to the following question (c-14):

"How good were the contributions of the others?" rate each other's contri-

butions to be significantly better than do the competitive subjects. This

result can also be taken to be supportive of ypothesis 27.

The next question that is of interest has to do with the extent of

the generalization of the friendliness shown during the experimental

meetings. In Chapter II, it was hypothesized that the extent of generali--

zation would be a function of the strength of the goals perceived to be

interdependent. Unfortunately, no really adequate measure of the strength

of goals involved in the situation was taken. question D-4, "How much did

the weekly small group meetings stand out for you in contrast with the

other classes you attend during the week?" is the only relevant measure.

The average responses for the cooperative and the competitive members were

not significantly different. On the average, the subjects rated that the

weekly meetings were "Thought about some -- more prominent in my thinking

than some of my other courses' but not "more prominent than most of my other

courses". It is difficult to give unequivocal meaning to these ratings.

The experimenter, on the basis of his own observations, has the opinion that

for most subjects the weekly sessions had more than negligible significance,

but that, in the total pressure of "life at Tech', the meetings had but

minor significance for the subjects.

A variety of different measures were taken to test the extent of

generalization: ratings of fellow members with respect to desirability as

a friend (E-l), rating amount of friendly feeling toward others (D-I, time

taken to learn first and last names, correctness of spelling of last names,

amount of time spent together in outside activities, and kinds of activities
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jointly engaged in outside of class. Table 15 presents most of the

evidence.

Even at the end of the experiment, the Indiv coop rate themselves

(E-l, D-1) as being more friendly towards each other than do the Indiv

comp. These differences, however, are clearly not statistically significant.

The Indiv coop report that they learned each other's last names sooner than

do the Indiv comp; this difference is significant at the 6% level. They also

spell each other's names more correctly than do the Indiv cormp; the size of

this difference, however, could occur 11 times out of 100 times by chance.

(It was the experimenter's impression that the names of the indiv coop were

probably more difficult to spell than the names of the Indiv comp.). No

differences were obtained with regard to learning first names, nor were any

differences obtained with respect to frequency or kinds of outside activities

jointly engaged in. (Very few joint outside activities were reported.) Thus,

the data indicate that little generalization of cathexis occurred. The lack

of generalization is probably due to the following factors: (1) The

relative lack of importance of the goals involved in the experimental

manipulations; (2) The strong restraining forces operating in the life of

the Tech student which would have prevented realization of any inclinations

toward increased sociability which might have resulted from the experimental

situation.

Hypothesis 28 states that the group and its products will be

evaluated more highly by the Indiv coop than by the Indiv comp. Table 16

presents the relevant data. In answer to the question (c-l): 'Did the

group help your thinking?" the ratings of the cooperative members revealed

significantly more help than did the ratings of the competitive members.
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Similar results were obtained in answer to (c-12): "How good do you think

the group's product was?" Thus, the data gives strong support to this

hypothesis.

From the basic hypothesis with respect to facilitations and hinderings,

it was derived that there would be (ypothesis 29) a greater percentage of

group functions among Indiv coop, and (Hypothesis 30) a greater percentage

of individual functions among Indiv comp. The data in Table 16 clearly

supports the above hypotheses with respect to the human relations problems;

the data for the puzzles reveal no clear-cut significances. Several ex-

planations for the lack of differences on the puzzles seem possible: (1)

Unreliability of the observations would very much affect the percentages

which are based on rather small frequencies. The frequencies for the human

relations problems are considerably higher and would not, therefore, be so

much influenced by lack of reliability. (2) The structure of the puzzles

are such to make obstructiveness more difficult and helpfulness easier.

This latter possibility is not unlikely. The objectively demonstrable

solution of the puzzle problems makes it more difficult for individuals to

produce the rationalizations necessary for "civilized" blocking or aggressive

behavior; further, a demonstrable solution compels a certain degree of

agreement and acceptance, thus, in a sense, making group functions more likely.

The data of Table 16 tend to support this second explantion. Thus, the

competitive groups have a significantly greater percentage of group functions

in the puzile problems than in the human relations problems, and there is a

tendency for them to have a smaller percentage of individual functions on the

puzzles. The same kinds of differences obtain for the cooperative groups

on the two kinds of problems, but as one would expect, they are less marked

and are clearly not significant.
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ypothesis 33 states that the ndiv coop will perceive themselves as

having more favorable affects on fellow members than will the Indiv cmp.

Three items (c-8a, 8b, 13 b) on the weekly questionnaire provide relevant

data. Table 17 indicates that: the cooperative subjects saw their fellow

members as reacting more positively to their ideas; the competitive members

perceived that their ideas were being ignored more frequently; the cooperative

members felt that their contributions would be evaluated more highly. For

each of the items, four out of the five pairs differ in the directions

predicted by the bypothesis;when probabilities are combined the differences

are clearly significant. Thus, the data seem to give definite support to

the hypothesis.

Hypothesis 34 asserts that there will be greater internalization of the

attitude of the generalized other by ndiv coop than by Ihdiv comp. In its

broadest meaning, most of the experimental data already discussed are

relevant to this hypothesis. In the more restricted sense of identification

with the attitudes of others, two complementary measures -- the feeling of

obligation to dthers, and the desire to win the respect of the others -- are

relevant.

Table 17 presents data which indicate that the Indiv coop felt

more obligated as a member of a group to participate in a joint effort

(D-12 b-e) than did the Indiv comp. The differences are significant at

the 1% level for the human relations problem and at the 10% level for the

puzzles. It is also evident that the desire to win the respect of other

members .l12 b-i) plays more of a role in the motivation of Indiv coop than

in the motivation of Indiv coup. The differences for the puzzles are sig-

nificant at the .1% level and at the 9% level for the human relations

problems. Thus, the evidence gives strong support for the hypothesis being

examined.
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J. The Effect of Task Structure

Much of the data with respect to the effect of the two different

task structures upon group process and upon cooperation-competition have

been presented in the preceding sections. The different effects of the two

different types of problems having been explained by the following

differences between the puzzles and human relations problems:

(1) The easier demonstrability of correctness of task solution of

the puzzles. This difference has two primary consequences: (a) psychological

locomotion could take place independently of the others in the puzzles, this

being less true for human relations problems; (b) the readily demonstrable

correctness of a puzzle solution made it less easy to provide rationalizations

for criticism or aggression.

(2) The greater communication difficulties inherent in puzzle

discussion. One of the reasons a puzzle is a puzzle is due to the confusion

in signification produced by signs which are very much alike - thus 'Eucled#

denoting geometry and "Mr. Eucled" denoting a person can lead to personal

befuddelment. To clear away confusion the individual is likely to develop

a private system to clarify the confusing signs. Inter-personal communication

in a puzzle situation is likely to be difficult either because the individuals

are confused or because they have developed differing private schemata which,

though the basis for their attempted communications, are not themselves

expressed. Another cause for the greater communication difficulties in dis-

cussing the puzzles is that the signs developed for comaunications in

mathematical-type problems tend to be written rather than verbal in nature

relying on the eye rather than the ear. The consequence of the greater

communication difficulties inherent in puzzle-solution is to further facilitate

individual work.



(3) The more value-laden content of the human relations problems.

The possibility of ideological differences increases the potentiality of

conflict.

Table 18 presents some additional data relevant to the effect of task

structure upon group process. The data seems clearly explainable by the

differences in task structure outlined above. Thus, the smaller percentage

of coordinating and elaborating functions in the puzzle discussions probably

reflects the more individualized work on this type of problem. The larger

percentage of information-oriented remarks in the puzzles reflects a more

"factual" orientation; the larger percentage of blockings, self-defensive,

aggressive and harmonizing remarks reflects the greater conflict of values

experienced during the discussions of the human relations problems. The

higher percentage of self-observing remarks is evidence that more personal

frustration was experienced in the puzzle problems than in the human relations

problems. In part these remarks are indications of the greater personal

bewilderment caused by the intra- and inter-personal communication difficulties

inherent in the puzzles. Possibly the greater percentage of soliciting

remarks in the puzzles also is a consequence of communication difficulties.

The evidence and discussions of the preceding sections demonstrate the

interacting effect between task structure and cooperation-competition. The

validity of the basic maxim, Group process is a function of both the nature

of the group and the nature of its enviornment", is again indicated. Thus,

the structure of the puzzles is such as to minimize the differences between

cooperative and competitive groups with respect to amount of individual

functions displayed; the nature of the human relations problem, on the

contrary, provides considerable more opportunity for the display of conflict
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TABLE i8

Data Relevant to The Effects of Task Structure (P - H.R.)

Cooperative Groups U L,

o w, g

Variable Mdiff 0t ad p

Orienter
Energizer
Eval-critic
Coordinator
Pos Stater
Info-giver
Info-ask
Elaborator
Initiator
Task Tot
Grp Commentator
St Setter
Solicitor
Gd member
Harmonizer
Follower
Rewarder
Grp Tot
Play-boy
Self-observer
Help
Dominator
Blocker
Aggressor
Self-Defender
Indiv Tot

71.39
-. 44
-. 46
-2.66
-1.27
f2.92
f3.84
-9.10
/3.80
-3.83
- .10
7.07
/2.62
7.64
-. 36
7.26
-. 19
/2.80
-1.00
/3.58
/.99
-.48
-. 72
-. 70

-1.01
/.44

Competitive Groups
No of groups in

same
Mdiff direction

3 not sig.
4 not sig.
3 not sig
5 001
4 not sig
5 001
5 001
5 001
5 00
4 not sig
2 ff tt2 it
2

5 05
4 not sig
5 001
2 not sig
2 it It
3 2II 1

4 n It

5 01
4 not sig
5 not sig
3 t it

4 05
4 ool
2 not sig

-1.06
- .13
-2.91
-2.24-.87
/7.65
/7.42
-11.98
-1.49
-5.98
7.23
1.16

/1.52
/1.80-.80
/2.46
f1.00
/6.80
7 .92

/2.34
/1.02-.46
-1.91
-1.28
-2.15
-1.13

4
3
5
5
2
5
5
5
4
4
3
3
4
5
5
3
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
3
5
3

not sig
It It

It It

001
not sig
001
001
001
not sig
01
not sig

tt

o5
not sig
01
not sig

01

not sig
001
not sig

.. It

01
not sig
001
not sig



and thus allows for greater differences between cooperative and com-

petitive groups.

K. Odds and Ends

Table 19 reveals that at the beginning of the experiment the

subjects were definitely aware of the observers as they discussed the

problems (D-15). The consciousness of the presence of the observers,

however, decreased with time so that by the third week most of the subjects

were only occasionally aware of them. By the end of the experiment the

subjects were for the most part not conscious of the observers while they

discussed the problems. It is interesting to note that the competitive

subjects tended to be more aware of the observers than did the cooperative

subjects. The greater consciousness of the "I", the awareness by the

competitive subject that he is being judged (by the observers) in comparison

with others would make him more conscious of them. Support is given this

interpretation by the fact that the Indiv comp rated themselves to be

significantly higher in trying to please the experimenter than did the

Indiv coop (see Table 19 D 12-b).

The reactions the subjects assert they had to being observed are

as follows:

A. Disturbed B. More C. Tried to win D. More No Effect
Self- formal observer's Group-
Conscious approval Conscious

Coop 2 6 3 4 3
Comp 4 8 4 3 6

The efficacy of the instructions in producing cooperation and com-

petition have already been attested to by the results cited in previous

sections. However, it hould be remembered that intra-group cooperation
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was produced partly by inter-group competition. Table 19 indicates that

the instructions did produce significantly more motivation to excel other

groups among Indiv coop than among Indiv comp. It is well, at this point,

to warn of possible misinterpretations of the experimental results. That

is, some may point to the above result and say that this study is really

not concerned with cooperation and competition but with two different types

of competition. Such a statement has partial truth and is thus confusing.

To say inter-group competition is not cooperation is only true in the trite

sense that it is not inter-group cooperation but is, untrue, if one means

that inter-group competition does not produce a social situation in which

the group members are inter-related in such a manner so as to have their

goals promotively interdependent with one another's...That is, it is untrue

to say that inter-group competition does not produce a cooperative situation

for the individuals composing the group. It is "untrue" by definition.

Table 19 also indicates that the Indiv coop gave their groups credit

for more improvement in effectiveness of functioning from the beginning to

the end of the experiment than did the Indiv comp. It is probable that this

data should be interpreted as additional support for Hypothesis 28 which

asserts that the Indiv coop will evaluate their group and its products more

highly than will the Indiv comp.

At the end of the experiment the students also rated (D-8) how much

they were getting out of their psychology course in comparison with their

other courses at M.I.T. Table 19 indicates that the Indiv coop subjects

evaluated the psychology course more highly than did the Indiv comp. The

difference, however, is not significant. It is very much the same kind of

result that has been obtained with all the measures of individUl learning.
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CHAPTER V1I

SUIARY~ AND CONCLUSIONS

A. ar of the Experiment and Its Results

In order to study the effect of cooperation and competition

upon group process, ten experimental groups were established. Each group was

composed of five Introductory Psychology students who were participating in

the experiment as a substitute for their regular class sections. All groups

met for one period of 3 hours, at different times of the week, for six

consecutive weeks. During the first week the 10 groups were observed and

rated as they discussed a human relations problem, the ratings of the dis-

cussion productivity were used to pair-off equated groups. Five pairs were

thus formed. One group of each pair was then assigned by flipping a coin

to the cooperative treatment, the other to the competitive treatment.

The cooperative situation was produced by a set of instructions

which stated essentially that the group, as a whole, would be rated in

comparison with the efforts of four other similarly constituted groups;

the grade or reward that each member received would be the same and would

be determined by the relative position of this group in contrast with the

other four similar groups. The cmpetitive situation was produced by another

set of instructions which stated essentially that each member would be

rated in comparison with the efforts of the other four members composing

his group, the grade or reward that each would receive would be different

and would be determined by the relative contributions of each to the solution

of the problem with which they were confronted.
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Apart from the differences in instructions, all groups were exposed

to similar routines during their 3 hour meetings. The first part of the

meeting was spent solving a Sunday supplement type puzzle, the second part

of the meeting was spent discussing and writing some reco ndations for

a human relations problem (see Appendix A for both kinds of problems), in

the third part of the meeting the instructor-experimenter informally lectured

on psychology.

Three or four observers were present during the first two parts of

any meeting - each of the observers, in addition to filling out an over-all

rating sheet, had a specific task. Much of the results presented in this

study derives from the data collected by the observers. However, much

information was collected from the subjects ho filled out a lengthy

questionnaire every meeting after the discussion of the human relations

problem and supplied additional data at the end of the experiment.

The results of the experiment are briefly sumaarized below.

1. The Basic ypothesis

The evidence for the basic hypothesis is, for the most part,

indirect. The data collected to provide tests for the hypotheses about

group functioning, hypotheses which were dervied from the basic hypotheses

are, in effect, also tests of the latter.

(a) ypothesis 1, which asserts that Indiv coop will perceive

themselves to be more promotively interdependent and that Indiv comp will

perceive themselves to be more contriently interdependent, has received

rather good support from the data presented in Section C of the preceding

chapter.

(b) Hypothesis 2, which states there will be greater substitutability
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for similarly intended actions among ndiv coop than among Indiv comp,

receives support from the data relevant to Hypotheses 7 and 9. The results

for the other related Hypotheses, 8 and 16, are not so clear-cut due to

questionable observer reliability and the somewhat tenuous additional

assumptions necessary to these hypotheses.

(c) The data with respect to friendliness, evaluation of the group,

and perception of the effect on others give definite support for Hypothesis 3,

which asserts that a larger percentage of actions of others will be positively

cathected among Indiv coop, a larger percentage of actions of others will

be negatively cathected among Indiv comp.

(d) Much of the data in the experiment is relevant to Hypothesis 4,

which asserts that there will be greater positive inducability among Indiv

coop than among Indiv comp. All of the data gives strong support to this

hypothes is.

(e) Hypothesis 5, states that Indiv coop will exhibit more

helpfulness and Indiv comp will exhibit more obstructiveness. The relevant

data, Hypotheses 18, 29, and 30, give definite support.

2. Group Functioning

The results indicated that the Indiv coop showved more of the

following characteristics than did the Indiv comp: (a) Coordination of

Efforts; (b) Diversity in amount of contributions per member; (c) Sub-

division of activity; (d) Achievement Pressure; (e) Production of signs in

the puzzle problem; (f) Attentiveness to fellow members; (g) Mutual com-

prehension of communication; (h) Common appraisals of communication; (i)

Orientation and orderliness; (J) Productivity per unit time; (k) Quality-99 -



of product and of discussions; (1) Friendliness during discussions;

(m) Favorable evaluation of the group and its products; (n) Group

Functions; (o) Perception of favorable effects upon fellow members;

(p) Incorporation of the attitude of the generalized other.

The indiv comp showed more of the following:

(a) Production of signs in the human relations problem; (b)

Individual Functions.

No significant differences were found in the following:

(a) Amount of interest or involvement in the situation; (b)

Amount of specialization with respect to function; (c) Amount of learning

(though the trend is. in favor of the ndiv coop). Nor did the data reveal

any striking developmental differences with time.

(3) Task Structure

The data reveal that the puzzles and the human relations differ

in the following respects: (a) The solutions of the puzzles are more

objectively demonstrable and, as a consequence, it is possible for the

individual to work more independently of his fellow members; (b) The

puzzle problems offer more obstacles to communication than do the huaan

relations problems; (c) The content of the human relations problem is more

"value-laden" than is the content of the puzzle. These differences in task

structure result in: more individualized effort, (less coordination of efforts,

fewer attempts at -communication) in puzzle solution; more conflict (blocking,

self-defending, and aggression) in the huamn relations problems; and more

communication difficulties in the puzIles. The results, however, clearly

indicate an interacting effect between nature of task and nature of the group.

The structure of the puzzles is such as to minimize the differences between
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cooperative and competitive groups in some respects, while the structure of

the human relations problems, on the other hand, tends to bring out the

differences between the two tpes of groups.

Group process and group productivity is, thus, a function of the

properties of the group and the properties of its medium or environment,

One cannot predict precisely from the knowledge of the properties of either

the group or its environment alone.

B. Some Related Results From Other Studies

As indicated in Chapter I, most of the studies of cooperation and

competition (7,13,21) have been concerned with the individual's strength

of motivation under the two different motivating conditions. The results of

the various studies have tended to indicate that in Western culture, school

children tend to be more highly motivated by competition than cooperation.

However, most of the studies suffer from not having attempted to create

situations in which the objective probability of reward was equal under

both conditions, thus, making it somewhat uncertain whether equal "strengths"

of cooperation and competition were being compared.

Animal studies (3) have been somewhat meagre and contradictory

with respect to whether cooperative behavior exists in various primate

species. Yet, an interesting little study by Daniel (4) reveals that two

rats can engage in cooperative activity, providing that they have acquired

the behavioral skills necessary to the cooperation. This result, taken in

conjunction with the rather inconclusive results with higher species, suggests

the important point that cooperative behavior will ensue, under appropriate

motivating circumstances, providing that the skills necessary for the

cooperative behavior exist. Without the necessary skills, such behavior is not

to be expected.
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A few of the empirical studies have direct relevance to the theory

of cooperation and competition presented in this study. Maller's experiment

(his Experiment III) in which competition was contrasted with five differing

cooperative conditions (teamwork, partnership, boys versus girls, arbitrary

groups, class) seems relevant to the basic hypothesis with respect to

positive inducability. Theoretically, one would expect (see Chapter IXI)

that the greater the membership motive, other things being constant, the

greater the positive inducability, the more will the child do for the group.

It seems evident that 'tboys versus girls" would arouse the greatest membership

motive in school-children and one would, therefore, expect the individual to

do most for the group under this condition. Maller's results indicate that

this cooperative condition resulted in much more giving to the group than

did any of the other cooperative conditions.

The excellent studies of Lewis provide considerable support for the

basic hypothesis with respect to substitutability. Using the Zeigarnik

method, she obtained the following results:

When the person works alone, and half the tasks he is doing are
interrupted, then recall favors interrupted rather than completed tasks in
the ratio of nearly 1.75 to 1 (Experiment 1). When the person works in
cooperation with someone else, and half the tasks are interrupted, inter-
rupted tasks are again recalled better than completed, in the ratio of
1.5 to 1 (Experiment II). When the person works alone and half the tasks
are interrupted and completed by someone else, interrupted tasks are
recalled in the ratio of only 1.20 to 1 - still favored slightly in recall,
but not nearly to the extent found without external completion (Experiment III).
When the person works in cooperation with someone else, and half the tasks
are interrupted by the partner and completed by the partner, then interrupted
(partner-completed) and completed (self-completed) tasks are equally recalled
(Experiment CW)

All of these results depend upon the existence of task-orientation
in work. That is, these results are obtainable only if the S's main concern
seems to be to complete his work, rather than enhance his ego.
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Clearly, the work of another person with whom one is cooperating

can be a substitute (i.e. - result in tension release) for similarly

intended actions of one's own. Further, comparing Experiments CW and III,

there is evidence that the degree of substitutability is a function of

strength of membership motive.

The survey of Cooperation and Competition Among Primitive Peoples"

edited by Mead presentsa host of interesting and related data. As a partial

summary of the major findings, she writes:

In the cooperative cultures, there are real closed groups within
which the individual's status is defined, and within which he is given
security in relation to his fellows; the society depends upon the structure
for its perpetuation, not upon the initiative and ambition of individuals.
In the competitive cultures, there is no closed society; fighting exists
within the group of loosely inegrated lineages; no individual is secure in
relation to his fellows because success is defined as the maintenance of
a status which can be lost or as the attainment of higher relative status;
and the culture is organized around the initiative of individuals.

The degree of diversification of individual goods is relevant
to the problems of cooperation and competition in societies of all types.

In the most purely competitive societies, all achievement is measured upon

a common scale...In the cooperative societies where there is one common
goal, the diversified achievements of the individual participants are
related to each other through this shared end relationship, and the craftsman

and fisherman in Samoa both contribute to the honor of the village.

These results seem consistent with the theory presented in this study.

Thus, the greater diversification of individual goals in cooperative

societies appears to be explainable in terms of the substitutability

hypothesis combined with several other fairly well-accepted additional

assumptions. Similarly, the greater insecurity of individuals in competative

societies appears explainable in terms of the cathexis, obstructiveness, and

inducibility hypotheses.

Thus, the data from three empirical studies of cooperation reported

above, studies which occurred in widely differing settings, seem to be con-
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sistent with the theory and results presented in this study.

The few experiments (32, 34, 36, 38) that have investigated group

problem-solving are not directly relevant to the present thesis. They

have mostly concerned themselves with comparing the productivity of

individuals versus groups. Murphy, Murphy, and Newcomb (27) cogently

summarize the findings:

From such studies the superior value of group thinking over
individual thinking, when demonstrated, is clearly due in part to (1)
the larger number of ways of looking at a problem; (2) the larger number
of suggestions for a solution; (3) the larger number of effective criticisms
of each proposed plan; (4) the patent need to accept social criticism and
not be "bullheaded" (as subjects working alone frequently are).

Yet, nevertheless, the above summary in some respects is an admirable

statement of some of the differences between cooperative and competitive

group problem-solving, giving support for the notion that competition

results in less group-centered activity than does cooperation.

C. Next Steps

There is little need to point ou the many possibilities for future

theorizing and research that exist in the area investigated in this present

study. Clearly, one of the next steps should be a more rigorous formulation

of the theory developed in Chapter II. The many ambiguities and gaps in it

can perhaps be eliminated by a more explicit formalization. Another step

called for is a further analysis of the data from the experiment to explore

the effect of cooperation and competition upon different kinds of personalities,

to analyze further the development of group structure under the varying

conditions. A host of further experimental studies suggest themselves as being

relevant. Probably studies of the effect of success and failure of goal
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attainment upon group process and structure should have high priority.

Studies of the interdependence of various skill factors, such as com-

munication, with cooperation would be particularly valuable from a practical

point of view. tc.

There is much to be done before we fully understand and can control

the aids and deterrents to cooperation. It is hoped that the present

research has contributed to that understanding and has once more demonstrated

that significant experimental research can be done on problems that have

social, as well as theoretical significance.

D. Practical Ymj lications of the Results

The practical implications of this study will not be specified in

detail here. It seems evident (to the extent that the results have any

generality) that greater group or organizational productivity will result

when the members or sub-units are cooperative rather than competitive in

their interrelationships. The inter-communication of ideas, the coordi-

nation of efforts, the friendliness and pride in one's group which is basic

to group harmony and effectiveness appears to be disrupted when members see

themselves to be competing for mutually exclusive goals. Further, there is

some indication that competitiveness produces greater personal insecurity

(expectations of hostility from others) than does cooperation. The impli-

cations for committee, conference, and small group functioning in general

appear fairly obvious.

Also, in light of the results of this study, it seems that educators

might well reexamine the assumptions underlying their common usage of a

competitive grading system. One may well question whether a competitive
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grading system produces the kinds of interrelationships among students,

the task-directedness, and personal security that are in keeping with

sound educational objectives.
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Appendix A: The Problems

A. The Human Relations Problems

I The ree-cutters

II The Barber Shop (A)

III The Cheaters (B)

IV The World War II Veteran (C)

V The Tool and. Die Factory (D)

VI The Supervisors (E)

B. The Puzzle Problems

I. The Liars (A' )

II The Vicar's Daughters (B')

III A Case cf Kirship (C')

IV A Square in Bloomsbury (D')

V The Five Pedagogues (E')



The Tree-cutters

A group of nine boys, 14 and 15 years of age, from an underprivileged
section of a large city, made up the membership of Cabin 10. Throughout
the summer much was done to introduce campers to Indian lore. Many cabins
had undertaken the construction of Indian stockades, tepees, and totem
poles. Campers had been warned about cutting trees to use in these projects.
It had been explained where and what kind of trees might be cut, and that
no trees should be cut until campers were sure it was needed.

One afternoon, during rest period, Cabin 10 went out in the woods
near the council ring and chopped down twenty-three beautiful tall aspens.
They had no plan in mind for using the timber.

The camp director called a few counselors from that section of the
camp together to discuss what should be done. One suggested that the boys
be denied all swimming and athletic privileges for three or four days.
Another proposed that the boys be required to clean up the area in which
the trees had been cut and to transplant small trees into the area to
replace those cut down. A third suggested that the boys be thoroughly
"bawled outs privately and again before the entire compound then made to
apologize to the camp. A final suggestion was that the boys be sent home
as an object lesson. It was left with the "chief" to decide after a
conference with the boys and their counselor.

questions that should be considered:

1. What hypotheses can you offer as to why the boys
did such a stunt?

2. What ends or objectives should be kept in mind in
any plan for dealing with this situation?

3. In light of the hypotheses, would any of the
offered suggestions have helped? If so, why?

4. Would any of them have been harmful? If so, why?
5. What would you have advised the "chief, to do?



The Barber Shop

I was sitting in a barber shop the other day when the following
incident occurred:

This is a fairly large 6-chair shop but only 4 of the barbers were
on the job. The shop was crowded and people had been coming in from
the front and back entrances. I got into a conversation with the fellow
sitting next to me and who I had seen there a couple of times before.
He was worried as to whether he could get his hair cut and get home in
time for a dinner engagement. He figured he could probably make it
because he was next in turn.

When a chair was vacant the barber asked who was next. A fellow
at the other end of the shop spoke up and the barber said, "O.K., Sam.
I guess you are next." The fellow next to me was on his feet and over
to the chair saying, "I'm sure I was next and I am in a hell of a hurry."
Sam, who by this time was in the chair said, "That's all right mister,
I'm in a hurry too and I am sure that I cam i before you did. I came
in right after the fellow in the chair over there." The barber tried to
settle the matter by saying, "Well, Sam's already in the chair and there
will be another one in a minute."

"Oh the hell with that. I'll be damned if I am going to wait any
longer. There's another damned Jew for you, always pushing ahead and
the trouble is you guys always let "em get away with it."

I am Jewish and ever since then I have been thinking about that
incident, and several questions have kept coming up in-my mind.

1. Why did this fellow sitting next to me act the way he did?
2. What should Sam have done when he was called a damned Jew,

and why?
3. What could I have done? and why?



The Cheaters

I am the president of a college of 1200 students where a serious
problem has arisen recently. The college is sponsored by a religious
organization and has always been very proud of the high moral character
of its students. Like other colleges its enrollment has been greatly
increased during the past two years, but nevertheless the college has
maintained its high standards in selecting its students. The problem
that has arisen is this. Examination papers were stolen before one of
the examinations last spring. There was evidence of cheating during
some of the examinations and some of the faculty suspect that some of
the students have copied one anothers term papers. The faculty are very
much concerned about the problem but so are the students for, as one of
them expressed it, A person has to cheat if he is going to keep up with
the standard bein set as a result of this increase of cheating. I don't
like to cheat. It's degrading and it contradicts everything that this
college stands for. But it is getting so that you have to cheat in order
to keep up."

These are the questions I would like to put to you:

1. Under what conditions do students cheat?

2. What factors do you think are causing our students to cheat,
even though they feel it is "degrading"?

3. That can be done at our college so that cheating is no longer
an important problem on the campus?



The World War II Veteran

I have noticed that a fellow I've been working with lately has been
seriously worried about something. I want to help him. This is the story
he told me the other day when we stepped in for a drink after work.

"I am a World War II veteran. have been home for 3 months after
having served 2- years overseas. I had been married a year and a half
and my son was five months old when I left. MI wife and I have always
been very much in love with one another. My wife is a very intelligent
sensitive person who carries with her the imprint of her father's un-
faithfulness to her mother and of the shame and humiliation which she and
her mother suffered as a result. Consequently, she regards faithfulness
as the one indispensible condition of a successful mariage. I share my
wife's conviction but feel that above all a husband and wife must always be
completely frank with one another if their relationship is to be a happy one.

While I was overseas in England and France we wrote regularly to
each other but as time went on, home seemed to become less and less real
to me. During the first year or so, despite the urgings of my buddies in
the squadron, I didn't have any dates. My passes were spent at Red Cross
centers or around the base. I was pretty lonely, homesick, and just plain
miserable. I guess I was kind of a pain to my hut-mates, for one night
they more or less insisted that I go along with them to a dance in town.
It was fun dancing with one girl in particular who seemed to be able to
follow American steps. We got pretty well acquainted and to make a long
story short, one thing led to another, and for the next year I spent all

my passes with her. She knew that I was married and that our relationship
was only for the duration, but she seemed to enjoy my company as uch as 
did. hers. I nver spoke of her in my letters to my wife because at first it

was harmless but later as it became more involved, I felt I would have to
explain it to her in person for her to really understand.

WhUen I got home 3 months ago I triegS. I started to broach the subject
in a general way by talking of life overseas. My wife said how horrified
she had been by stories she had heard of how married men had behaved over
there. She was so relieved, she said, that it hadn't happened to them.

Naturallr, after that, have felt that couldn't say what had started
to say."

I suggested that he forget all about it and not tell his wife, but
he said, "I feel terribly guilty and feel that if I don't tell her there
will always be a barrier between us which would make our marriage deceitful
and yet I am afraid that if I do tell her that it will be a blow to my
wife which might break up our marriage.

My problem is further complicated by a letter received the other
day from the girl overseas in which she described the terrible conditions
over there and asked f I could help her out by sending food parcels."

I still think that my suggestion to him is a good one, but since he
doesn't seem to like it, don't see why he just doesn't go ahead and tell
his wife all about this affair.

1. Can you give me any idea why he can't make up his mind?
2. What do you think is the wisest thing for him to do assuming

that for his own peace of mind he can't ust forget the matter?



The Tool and Die Factory

i am the owner of a small tool and die factory employing a little
more than 00 men. The factory is located in the outskirts of a fairly
large city in Connecticut. As you know Connecticut has recently passed
a law which prohibits discrimination of any sort in employment. I am very
much in sympathy with the purpose of this new law but it has presented a
serious problem to me.

This conversation that I overheard in the factory and which I have
every reason to believe reflects the sentiment of the men, will give 3rou
some idea of the difficulties that I may soon have to face.

"I sure as hell won't stand any niggers working beside me or stinking
up our toilets. Soon the niggers will be swarming all over this place.
If we once let them in, like that new law says, there won't be any place
left for a white man."

I know that there a re a number of skilled Negro veterans in our city
and there is no doubt that in a short time they will be applying for jobs,
which under the law, I cannot refuse them. Yet, it is clear that unless I
do something I am going to have trouble with my present workers. I certainly
can't afford a major upheaval, such as a strike, at this time.

It would be helpful for me to know:

1. Why are the men reacting this way to the prospect of Negroes
coming to the plant?

2. Is there anything I can do now to prepare for the situation
when the Negroes come to apply for work?



The Supervisors

We are considering hiring one of four men for a Job as a supervisor
at our factory. Each of the four men have had about the same amount of
experience working as a supervisor. We, unfortunately, have no direct
comparable evaluations from their previous employers which would enable
us to make our selection without further consideration. However, the
letters of recommendations from their previous employers and our own
interviews with them give us a pretty good picture of the characteristics
of each of these men as supervisors.

Mr. Jones is a hardboiled supervisor who constantly checks up on
everyone to keep up production. He gives the orders and employees carry
them out. He believes that the only way to get conscientious performance
is to expect and secure discipline and mmediate acceptance of all orders.
He is careful not to spoil the employees with too much praise, believing
that because the employee is paid to work he should work without "pampering"
with praise. It is the employee's place to carry out directives, .not to
question or undrstand them. Mr. Jones is usually very conscious of his
position and authority and believes that the workers should be always very
much aware that he is the boss. He believes that employees cannot be
trusted very long on their own initiative.

Mr. Brown, in contrast to Mr. Jones, is interested in his employees,
wants to see them happy, praises them as much as he criticizes them, is
seldom harsh or severe, and likes to think that he i developing a happy
family group. He urges employees to bring their problems to him and is
rather hurt if they don't confide in him and ask for help when they're
having trouble in or outside of work. He believesthat as a supervisor
he, more or less, has to be a "father" to his workers. He calls his men
by their first names, pats them on the back and to get things done the way
he likes it he is likely to say, "That's the way I like it, Jim...That
isn't the way I told you to do it, Bob". His men all call him Mr. Brown.
In his interview he said, "Most of my men are very loyal to me, they wouldn't
think of doing anything that I wouldn't want them to do...they know how much
it would hurt my feelings."

Mr. Garner believes that a supervisor must be a "good fellow". He
acts very much like any of the other workers. He believes that his employees
ought to be left pretty much on their own responsibility. In his interview
he said: "You can get the best results if you let the employees alone.
They'll come to you if they need help. Most supervisors bother workers too
much. Workers know their Jobs and if you let them alone, they'll do their
work without somebody telling them hat they're supposed to be doing all the
time. Nosey supervisors ust irritate their workers.



Mr. Norris endeavors whenever possible to share with his group the
decision-making about work planning, assignment and scheduling. Where
a decision musut be made by him, he helps the group to understand clearly
the basis for his decision. He is careful to develop as much partici-

pation, opinion-giving, and decision-making as possible, and a feeling
of responsibility for the success of the work on the part of everyone.
In his interview he said, "Each employee should clearly understand his
work and its importance. The more a worker can feel that what he's doing
is important, the more likely he is to develop a feeling of responsibility
for his job and the more likely he is to come out with good ideas for
improvement."

We'd like to know:

1. What kinds of reactions a group of average semi-skilled
workers are likely to have to each of the above supervisors? Why do you
think the group would have such reactions to each of the supervisors?

We are especially interested in such things as productivity of
the workers, morale (turnover, absenteeism, accidents, grievances, etc.)
suggestions for improved techniques from employees, etc.



The Liars

Five schoolgirls sat for an examination. Their parents - so they
thought - showed an undue degree of interest in the result. They therefore
agreed that, in writing home about the examination, each girl should make
one true statement and one untrue one.

The following are the relevant passages from their letters:
Betty: Kitty was second in the examination. I was only third. '

Bthel: "Zou'll be glad to hear that I was top. Joan was second."
Joan: t'I was third, and poor Ethel was bottom.:
Kitty: "I came out second. Mary was only fourth."

2 Mary: "I was fourth. Top place was taken by Betty.t '

WHAT IN FACT WAS TBE OeR IN WHIC THE FIVE GIRIS WE PLACED?



The Vicar' s Daughters

The vicar gave each of his daughters eight shillings to spend at
the bazaar.

"I want each of you," he said, "to buy a present for Mrs. Brown,

Mrs. Jones, Mrs. Robinson, and Mrs. Smith.
"Each present bout must cost exactly one shilling or some multiple

of one shilling.
"Each of you must choose a different method of dividing her eight

shillings into four separate sums.
"Each old lady's presents must have cost the same aggregate sum."
The girls carried out these instructions.
Flora spent more on Mrs. Brown than on the other three ladies together.
Clara spent as much on Mrs. Smith and Mrs. Robinson as Flora spent on

the other two ladies.
Maria spent more on Mrs. Jones than on any of the others, and Eva

similarly spent more on Mrs. Robinson.
The fifth daughter's name was Sally.

HOW DID EACH GIIL ALLOCATE BER MONEY?



A Case of Kinship

There must have been a dearth of eligible young ladies in Kinsleydale,
for each of five men there has married the widowed mother of one of the
others. Jenkins's stepson, Tomkins, is the stepfather of Perkins. Jenkins's
mother is a friend of Mrs. Watkins, whose husband's mother is a cousin of
Mrs. Perkins.

'E HAT S T HE H AE OF TE STEImSON OF SIMKINS?



A Square in Bloomsbury

Blotto Square is a tiny square in Bloomsbury. There is only one
house on each of its four sides. These sides may be called the north
side, east side, south side and west side respectively.

The residents in the square are Mr. East, Mrs. West, Mr. North, and
Mr. South. They are (not necessarily respectively) a barrister, a doctor,
a sculptor, and an actor.

Here are some more facts about them:

The resident on the north side of the square knows nothing about the
law.

The doctor lives opposite to Mr. South; and the actor, opposite to
Mr. North.

The resident on the est side of the square has never passed an
examination.

Mr. South, ho has never been inside a theatre, has briefed the
barrister in an action now pending in the courts.

fMr. West is the actor's right-hand neighibour.

DRAW A PLAN OF BLOTTO SQUARE SHOWING EACH ESJIT"S HOUSE
AND OCCUPATION.



The Five Pedagogues

Mr. lortarboard engages five masters for his school:
!r. Botany, Mr. Euclid, ir,. French, Mr. History, and Mr. Syntax.
Each is required to each two of the subjects which correspond to
their five names. No master, however, teaches the subject corresponding
to his own name.

Mr. History plays cut-throat bridge with the two botany masters.
Mr. Syntax is married to the sister of one Euclid master, while his own
sister is married to the other. Mr. Botany knows no French and Mr. French
has no interest in syntax. Mr. Euclid spends his holidays with the two
history masters. ,wr. History and Mr. Syntax share in the teaching of one
subject. French is not taught by the namesake of a subject taught by
Mr. French. All lessons in French and Euclid take place at the same
time.

JHAT 'AE TE 0 WO SUBJECTS WHICH THE FIVE -':AGOGE HISPECTILY
TEACH?



APPEND) B: The Instruments

A. Observer Instruments

I. Observer Ratings of Group Process at End of Meeting ("A")

II. Functions Observation Sheet ("Bt")

III. Functions of Participations - Definitions (B")

IV. Communications Observation Sheet

V. Phases Observation Sheet

VI. Style Observation Sheet

B. Instruments Used by Subjects

I. Weekly Questionnaire ("C")

II. Post-Experimental Questionnaire ("D")

III. Personality Ratings -lst week

IV. Personality Ratings - 5th week (E")
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III Fctions of Participotion (B)

By "function of particip4.tion" is waaat the i.medmLta intent c :v fpp of
the parltiOLcipant. Though log-'cal-y of course, VA3, i a llrifertnaoe,
t.ae :earceptlra," of imadiato i ntsz- or purpose s fairly d iccre ,
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Gives information, reports own experience, quotes facts all3 of which are
"authoritative" (information' iven)
a. gives itformation which is unquestioned.
b. quotes facts or authority.
co relantes own exprience,

Gives opinions, beliefs, states osition (position-states)
ao -tates what his.position i.s on an issue
b. -ves opinion in answer to a question

Elborates, specifies, explains ieas (Elaborator)
a. glves examples (don't have factual reference)
b erlaborates details of suwgestion, develops sug,'estion in ore et"a 1. 
c gvWs rationale for sugestion
d. explains how it would work,

Coordinate, integratest 1 relates together Ecoordinator)
a,, shjws or carifies relati..nship between or among ei,te, su. s 9,.;
bL integrates i -ieas and aggestions, pulls them together
c, coordinettes activity or action elatingS ha one pnrson is dccr.ac t;o w;':i

others re doingo

S nts, dsefiea Dositic l or direction (orienter)
a. raisas problem of direction or oals
.-' ,9efne~ osition, summarizes wht3 has occ-rret d

%o indicates gr-oup s off the beat or on th: bam( d.tprwti· ,rNoc--c, o stklc.:t 'ir
a deciied upon direction)

Evaluates ,is realistic, raises dffi.uLlties, 'critiques (oviun to'>cl;iti &
a, e valuates or ques tions practicality of idea, .~susest.on
, hotaj". ufes or wCt±oLs "log4

: .e;.iluates or questions "4faets
· evt a. at o tao lsastionz "procedare",

a"' jzpr:s"O actjon or .s p -a' t aLi on- '

;. t n ! ro swn for the. groap to act e upn
o. aBs faor, ur s t roup to nsmatste a decision or com>e to a r.; inii



:.ions of other
: ,: ...... ,. ,~.,I L

coW. o.r. .. t7Ž, .... ..s r rorr " tion Cat from ote;j r

.' i.-a.;1. as . a ,I e , I, iar, 4r

iU . co'r ile- csln. e , ii1 re o.r der
-Iteos down n-ti7sti aos

b. .- 4"-a dewaa .'roup product

C A~ ...ction.

-'.. aees, acc.epts, indicates solidarity (encor:.?,:::

in, d-earaev .,;r la, s1dari ty
r3 " s, ' "a.e-rT: i-a o...ds., agr ees' '

LI-2.)- ±-z.,a, e.-~oencilCes se-feA H rel eves tinton \.ha;~?Tn:.er '
.. ',. i,-.,'a . '~,4 .1moi .ffere'-tH ...... e....

.,.e. _ rec- ane.. d.fefr c betee individuals 't;ih meij mw',f;i2 :d.
b~ paurs oh, o'.ver tr. oubed ;vatetore
, jt.,ta to reieve .ens.'n

Good member
n3,; %Otproirtt3es -, d ?ae!sD d etni 5ltas sei, sdml error (MMENSEXI

b4. ytelds statls to rairta in croup hr-Aony
c,; disOtl. 'ne* s.elf' to facilitate groqp pro-vress
d. adiiS i roP C hang; es position to o vlan '-i.h "'I rouFp

e. volunteer for procedural tasks, accepts responsibility as a
group member

solicitor
14 .Keeps. commuication channels open, recub.tes and facilitates co:iM C.)

a facilitates partieiption of others by drawing temx in
b, keeps communication channels oenby defining a word or rewerding suggestion
c. re.gultes flow of ormunlic'tionby preventing interruptions, giving permissio

to talk.



.15,. Sets tandard for performance (standard setter, e9o deal)
au sets standard for group to meet

16. Makes observtions on roup finctioning, on roup "feeling" (group ommentator)
a. makes core ts on group functioning
b, expresses "feelings" of group
c. evaluates group unctioning

-,~;~ ~~~~~~~~ -. agrees, accepts
Vol, lFows sugestion. of others, passiva!y ccepts ieas o others(fesioer p
a. follws suTestions of others.
b, p3ssfsil e accepts ideas of others, agrees
·c accts -is audlence

d. indicates understanding
("Encourager" has a more active and giving connotation than "follower")

u, DIndividual twfuvtions

li *.l re8as, at :acks, deflates, is derogatory, dis4, prOvea
a0 attacks or defl'tes status of others; disapproves va..zs,s actio ns . a............... ,

of others.
be attacks is derogitory about, shows dissatisfs c-ton itb 2roZp ,s!ta ation

or problem
c displays arer or antagoaism
dJokes .g.rersively, teases
a displays envy, tries to take so-ething away from other

2C Disaaree., oposes, resists ({bloker)
a. i.s nr.e;fatitstic 6 stubborn, or resistant
;b dis--,re-es or opo')o-es without roason't "
C,. attetors to maintain or bring back iss-i at roB p . 'as ree? 'Ct'" or

by-oasaed il.

- te1- -t*j , , .,.i.,.'.;..:' -,,.~;,. .... ioz imelif, nseei$ sttu, or ; ,.;,, !,¢;, 1: ;i. ::::i·;,;7 -~ i ....:~... i lo to sl a t 4 tbo u Jo,unu ual aotious¥ :t<- .

·· ·:--···-··· ··Li··i' ··-· - ·· ········ · ··· · ··-·-·····--- ··--· · --·--- : --· ·-· "---r*---·i--;-rr�



I C2

23.

Expr, BssBs "feeling", "insight", "valuel
a. Expresses "insight"
b. .. "feeling"
. - "values" or "ideology"
d. " "personal oal"

(self-observer)

Out of field", playful, cynical, is nonchalant (playboy)
a. 'Tries to give impression of nonchalance, unconcern, lack of involverant
b Tries to create .nrthrful, playful itmosphere
c. Makes irrelevant remarks
d. Acts as though 'rut of field"

3IGm.s cmands, seeks o msanipulate, asserts author-ity r s upero-Trit-y (d&omiirEator)
a, seks to mnipulate others through flattery
b asserts .a sperior status or right
c, 4Tves cornslnds or directions authorit3tively as thowr o superior statua:
Gi. akes authoritative stataements about facts as though superit or ec..u.

25 Seeks help, sympathy (help seeker)
a. expresses insecurity
b, xpresses ersonal confusion
c. depreciates self

26. Is self-defensive, attempts to deny error, wards off attack, resists criticism

(Self-defender)

a. Denies "error", "wrong", or inferior" position - defends self
b. wards off attack, resists criticism, counter-criticizes
c. withdraws exposed ego, sulks
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gS~ S, .v. tr. . .*§Bos·e. B1~~ .a hi~2 t ate~o > sac s t h~ t i '" s r~, flt: y~cu Xvl itv 'Žts:V' ~~ze:in :-,ur ;zup? Iibatr cccii c :teli cv"ttcrf~.StBjpq4E~p sdalike someat Ur~ Lagblru soza~awat neutral frindly 
t " '-- --2 4 5 6 e

4.t1 ;firt; -Dd~ Ifact n&ao of eh a-embe-r of yo-ir group on the ±uneg tt&1:...
U yog d u et 8t !Žo tfrs naZs "f O thsrs ( that yoI counld ro ema

tr;Ithoout bvag rerr-deV Indicate b abnr- - )r fjS E kI r b'r &:f for -rg5t flCi' 0 5d an ".Lr o t
osmE" h ,th aproA pr.t C j '' '2

b. t rVroip L tI vk.k 2n# VIC d 4 h Ah 5 . t -p.

., .. - .Y u'*c ti'e do you pend with the pople in your gro'up outside of clw,, .hour- ?
Ai:;*e each of the others by placing their names l next to the ap .S.pr. * -e 2 ,

a. ss t1rs ;than i might with fello: rs I know casually from other l- , as-s z ,

b. Sn, ,-.zt _l$ i.. , than T . 'bt with fellows I ow only fron o-';isr & a'

co As ,"ch aes nv1i 2ht w-"h om-bod~v I :know farly well;

d. AG rcth tizz, as I might wtlh a fairly good friend.

·:@ .3i a S T jl t J tja. As amuch time as tI m gt with a. ry close friend.

5a, b), W .at kinas oS ativitie (.if any) did you. enawge in with the other? Rate each
of the others b-' putting their naas next to the aiTities.
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nbet.)

:ial (ances, Dating, te.)

si tiag' .

'b Activities -.

icreational Mlovies, Beer, etc.)

How much did 4he weekly small group meetings stand out for ou in -e ntrst with the other -.-.
elasse yo-o atend during the week? .:

a, Didnat think about the mOeetings at all..c ther Oasso3 werea muc4 -ore prominent
. in y thinking.
b, Thought about it occasionally.. but other classes were more pormlneht i my twhina. 'i

e. Thoug aoUt about i some- was mor prominent: in m thinking tan 8som of my oth.er covrse z 1

dI Thought about it quite a bit was more p'romlnent n my thinking tan moa-t of o h -er
C ourseS.

,e Thout about it fr eq'ently was mire prominent in my thinking than my other oureis .-,

ow nmuch dd yo ejoy the weekly small .rex p metings? .'.,l3
ron!Yg s somewhat So-so enjoyed ,. oye 

islike d di l ka a . neutr a -a re, saow-vt very ch.'
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Name

at dia you isike (it anthin) aiu tse setings?

e-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~5'
..?.<

How much do you 9eol you've learned as a
refitions problems?

r noth i a little

1 2 3 4

result of your weekly discussions of. the huma.mEn

some quito - aW- e- ustn

5 6 7~ 8

aow much do you feel you've learned
principles with the instructor?

not;hing

1

a little

2 3 4

as a result of discussions of psych olo!0ical

soname

5 6

quitse a bit

.

How would you rate what you're getting out of E 70 ?Oiith rTat youWi
your ot her courses at M1.I.?

c 70 rtoo beteor than % of my other courses.

getting a;t of

How wll, on the average, did your roup wotk together as a ro, on t" Etx aUwm L' t, I:, 

Tery prt y s Oewa.t s
eIl well so-so poorly t- -', 

2 ' 4 5 6 7 8 ' 

.i ,ts there much chanr:e in effectiveness of your gup as a group ftro tLh bii . ..
the end of the etperienat in a ndlin' t' hunan ,_atatns3 p'oblii'i ?• · j;.~.~. ,~,~ ~..~.~,~4.~-~~~~~~~~Jr t~ s
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'(con't.)

roup got no real a slight mareX
r e as chance in improvement -some improve

.e went group ff- in group improvement time wei-n ectiteness effectiveness
2 4 5 6 7 8 9

In what ways do you think f our group could have iaproved its functioning in taoklit
.human relationsa problems?

. ir

- ,%

*. .. .. .. :.:.-..' q'M

.. . . ..; ..
' .-. i:. j.'.
,9 . .

' 7: 1! ,dn~n·J; a :' '' :'''1:
at sa, 

.. ': i;

g t . '" .'.,.i;- - I

g-. ti

.l

LOi (a)'

Vtell

L DI Pl*CP· OPID P~~-~I~nL~·iV

How well on the averge did your roup work together as a group in solvi'~g he teZles?.z.F·-

pretty
well 50-so

6

somEwhn t
poorly

7

very
pstor¢Ay

8 9

Nas there much can^e in the effectiveness of' our group 8a a gp p in hO' .. .
puzzles from the b.3lni.ng to the end of the experiment?

a sligh
gt worse no rei -improvement mark;d

ie went on' chane in in grO6up som irr4ovesz~
effectivenes f ecie6ss effectiveness irov' a tim~e. l w;

.4

L0) In what ways
the puzzles?

6
C

7 S

do you think our group could have imroved its Lacti iun''. 'is -o ng

is ti
a .t

i;.ra ..
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- Did ou and any or 1 of th othe me.rbesr of our group rot tother at any tie-
i fore Meetings,, during breaks, after eetiss, atc.) to discuss ways osf funetionIng,

e tteetivel. as a group?. .es o -

- If you checked "Yes, hoi mManv times did this occur during the course of the experi- -'
6at? Circle the correct numbe- below:

ne twice three times tour times five times six times soeventies (t least once
every week)

oe than seven times 

t (a) How strong on the avra-e w-is your desire or otiriti on to com out with a good et
of recommendations for the human relations roblems? '
Indicate with an IW. "

t really
tivated a little so4s quit a 1it of ery tron

!s!tD m:;i;tlMtivation mo tiration i;tiva;tio, t-Iveti on

: 2 : 3 4 5 67 S 
Indicate bove with a P" the strength of your motivaon o so.ve t0 the puzzst.

) Rank he following factors ( and any other actors youa ,wish tIo add as to thI:'ir 7t

relative importance in determining how strongly you were ipa-ivad. ?. a :' -s
next to the most iMportant factor, a (2) next o the second m.st 4Ja M:tas @ atdior
etc Pix"; an X next to the factors that had .o influence on you ?aa .

a, the fact that you were being graded :

b. The challenge of the problem. -:

c, Desire -to excel the contributions of the other membsr in yc-r ,"ap2:i

d. The fact that this was part of an experiment, 

'. The oliat ion you flt as a member of a roup to arci'poate In a
Jgoint ee , e

f, Desire to excel the other grous that were tackltn t> sami pobSm-a.-

g, Thought you could learn most that way :..

h, Thought that was whAt the inst$ructor wanted. - .

i. To win tthe 3spect of the otier rebe.-' :S 

''
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' Describe the methd by which you wero bea gtd o the hl re t ons pro blem, 

;4 1 f

.4

4, W'Ws Ert y1out re t on to this method of .rad:ng?
(a) E-:i m'.h did yu' 'e it?' 

didn't care 1. kd it
dizi. ne way o :.;'
, t L-lan. sQi¾ disliked it the other 1 iked I A

I: a 5 s ·c 4 5 7 8 t

.My Lid yu fee that way?

· lttl e q,; ui a 
not . bi t ·' soe at * I.

½ ftj5 -ways id i ifluence vour atitudtes and behaviore G1"~,'dra ":..r uca 
.our al.tudas toward the other members, your prticipation, yout-'r ei to rho oeOor`., ...,

i~,



v. free ch .:: : ' ';: 

- :fou wo uld- have had omp"etv" f.e c'hoce..'' t' the 'method o--f gad: i dis uso
in class, which of the ifollawig g Araing IMtoS would iou have prefered? Indicate - .
by a check'.

lZ Being graded on vour individual contributions. The grade being deterdned -
by the rank you receivet in omarison ith te contributions made b the
other 4 members of your group, I

2, Being graded on the group's dlsaussion- The rade being determindd by the
rank your group receives in coamprison- with the discussion of 4 other
siliar groups. - ' :-.

How strong is your preference: 

,ave not a slight mroderate strong very stroang '/'

preference preference preS farerene p referene ' .pr.!.ae

2 3 4 5 6 , 0 , 9 i,

you do have a preference, why o ou prefer one rather than the other? . 'I'

(a) flow conscious weore von of the observers w-ihile you are discussing tihea
relations problems? Make ratnrra for the begnning (t. week), idIe (Zt rg,

and end (the last week).,

re of s "cx S t i me usually not not at al
it. awlare tOf aware of' consci ous con.aots
aorta them them ' o f them t 

2 3 4 5 6 749r6 DU ot the otS~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~n~~~r8 @2hi 1@ yot| Wsre 4X~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~o~~~saing iE@ ,A~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~m. . ii



sii:: :' ".~' -9 '- : ~ z . . : : ::: : ; ;:

b) ieht effect (if eay) did your ata-reness of them have on what you said and did?
Cheok thd appropriate items and add 4ny other effects it miazht have had.

(a) Disturbed me - made me. very self-tonscio-si.

(b) Inhibited me romm beng as informal as would hve been,

(e) I tried to win their approal.

(d) Made me ore roup-conscious.

f f
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~!!:.
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APPEDIX C: Additional Data

Data from the Over-All Rating Scales ("A ")

Data from the Functions Observation (3t")

Data from the Weekly Questionnaire ("C")

Data from the Post-Experimental Questionnaire (D")

Table 20:

Table 21:

Table 22:

Table 23:
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APPdFIX D: Examples of Written Products

W2-5 (coop)

Th2-5 (comp)

W7-1o (coop)

Th7-10 (comp)

The Cheaters

The Cheaters

The World War II Veteran

The World War II Veteran

I

IVI.

TV.



Group Wed. 2-5

Session No. I (Cheaters)

Dear Sir:

We have discussed the situation which you described from all points

of view and it seems to us the reasons for student cheating can best be
described as follows:

The opportunity has evidently been such that students have been

tempted to cheat. The underlying motives for cheating are a fear of failure

magnified by advancing scholastic standards, the ever-present desire to excel,

and possibly a general disinterest in the work, the latter being possibly due

to poor instruction, side interests of the students individually, and very

difficult courses which might require an unreasonable amount of time & effort.

Courses which are required and appear of small value to the students are

likely to cause them to feel apathetic towards the work, and any chance at

getting these courses "out of the way", so to speak, by the use of "bibles",

or cheating (in general) might be relied on.



Group W 2-

Session No. I

In answer to your question as to why the students at your college
have been cheating, despite- their feeing of being "degraded", we suggest
the following possibilities:

The students at your college may cheat for any or all of the reasons

listed in answer to question #1. The point of whether the student deems

cheating "degrading" is questionable. The quoted testimony was obviously

tainted by a desire to impress the president (you). Students in their own

minds, when cheating seems to be to their overall advantage, tend to

rationalize their reasons for cheating in order to make them seem ustifiable.

Overcrowding in colleges tends to raise standards so much that students develop

a fear of what seems to them unwarrented failure and hence disgrace. A

careful regard should be given to scholastic standards in the several school

years so that they may be relatively equal; and specifically not too much

increased in early years.



Group W-2-,

Session No. 1_

We suggest that to overcome the problem of cheating at your

college it is necessary to do the following:

Reduce the possibility of cheating by better supervision of

exams, more exams of the type that require individual thinking - Have

a better faculty presentation of material and more emphasis on what

student gets out of the course. Institute a policy of de-emphasis on

grades and more on personal learning. Better orientation of what a student

expects to get out of his college work and why he is there. Efforts to

obtain a better and bigger faculty to suit the growth of the college

should be given consideration.

The reasons for our recommendations are:

Placing more emphasis on what a person expects to get out of his

work at college will make a better student of him and lessen the desire to

cheat. By supervision it will eliminate making it possible to cheat and remove

temptation present.



Group - hs
Session NO. I (Cheaters)

Dear Sir:
We have discussed the situation which you described from all points

of view and it seems to us the reasons for student cheating can best be
described as follows:

1. The group as a whole must think cheating is acceptable.

2. There must be at least a fair chance of cheating without

being caught.



Group Th 

Session No. 1

In answer to your question as to why the students at your college have
been cheating, espite their feeling of being "degradedt, we suggest the
following possibilities:

The average student would cheat if it were the only way to

maintain his position in class.

Any strong emphasis on grades as all important would tend to

make him cheat.



Group 2.-5

Session No. 1

We suggest that to overcome the problem of cheating at your college it is
necessary to do the following:

L. Tighten the existing system of handling exam before they
are given.

2. Install an honor system in which the student body tries
offenders.

3. Cheating "purge" at start.

The reasons for our recommendations are:

1. eliminating temptation to a larger extent

2. encourages honesty, improved morale of the student body



Group Th 9-10

Session No. 1 (Vet)

Dear Sir:
We have discussed the situation which you described from all points

of view and it seems to us that he can't make up his mind because:

1. He is not sure whether frankness or deceit will bring the

greatest happiness to him in the long run.

2. He is not absolutely sure of his wife's reaction.



Group Th 7-10

Session No. 1 (Vet)

We think that it would be wisest for him to do the following:

1. He should not tell his wife.

The reasons we make the above suggestions are:

1. It would make for unpleasant conditions for the wife and

child in that the family union would be destroyed.



Group Th 7 - 10

Session No. 1 (Vet)

We suggest that in this situation it would be wisest for you to do:

1. Try to talk it out of him (draw the vet out - and let him
make hiss n decision).

2. In the event he can't make a descision, offer your views -

The reasons for our suggestions are:

1. We feel that he will come to a definite conclusion.



Group Wed 7-10

Session I (Vet)

Dear Sir:

We have discussed the situation which you described from all points
of view and it seems to us that he can't make up his mind because:

iWe consider that he is influenced by several conflicting drives.

On an idealistic level his conviction that complete frankness is necessary

to a happy relationship between his wife and himself is opposed by his concern

for his wife's personal feelings, beyond any effect which her attitude might

leave on the permanency of the marriage.

Practically, he is worried about the barrier" which might be set up

due to his own feelings if he doesn't tell his wife of the affair; and he

realized that the worst possible thhg would be her finding out from another

source. On the other hand, he is afraid that if he does tell his wife, her

objections and resulting attitude might cause their marriage to break up.



Group Wed. 7-10

Session No. 

We think that it would be wisest for him to do the following:

He should tell his wife of the entire arrangement. He should try

first to change her attitude toward the question by a discussion of the reasons

why she thinks as she does; and should explain to her the various small con-

tributing factors, with a view to showing that it took place under unusual

circumstances and wouldn't be repeated.

The reasons we make the above suggestions are:

We consider that his own attitude would be so very badly influenced

by his feeling of deceit and guilt if he did not tell his wife, that as a

result his future relations with his wife would be very strained and unhappy.

We think it much better that he tell her himself than take a chance

on her finding out otherwise.



Group Wed 7 - 10

Session No. 1

We suggest that in this situation it would be wisest for you to do:

You should, in discussion with your friend, try to find out how

strong his stated ideals and convictions are. You should try to determine

how strongly his wife feels on her stated tenets.

If your friend's feelings, as stated, are sufficiently strong, you

should advise him to follow the course we have outlined previously.

The reasons for our suggestions are:

Your friend may have manufactured issues to conceal the real reason

for his perturbation. Maybe he is worried mainly about the letter and fears

detection of his secret, if he seeks to keep it. His stated ideals may be

not so strong as to overcome certain practical considerations.



APPETNDI E: Biographical Note

MORTON fEUTSCH

Born February 4, 1920, in New York City. Attended the City

College of New York, majored in psychology, and graduated with a B.S.

degree in 1939 .. Obtained an M.A. degree from the University of

Pennsylvania in 1940. From September 1940 to December 1941, worked as a

clinical psychologist in several New York State institutions. The next

three and a half years were spent in the U. S. Army Air Forces, variously

as a psychologist, combat navigator, and as a clinical psychologist.

Taught Abnormal Psychology at the City College of New York the Summer of

1945 and Introductory Psychology at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

during the year 1946-1947 and during the spring term of 1948. HE been a

research assistant with the Research Center for Group Dynamics since the

rall of lg96.

Has membership in the American Psychological Association and the

Society for the Psychological Study of Social Issues.


